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PADUCAH. KY., MONDAY EVENING, OCTOBER 7, 1907

TEN CENTS PER WEEK

•

IBARDWELL GIRL IS SAID TO
IN DESPERATION
CONVICTS CHOSE
HAVE DIED IN A SAMTARIUM
DEATH TO EXILE IN CHICAGO IN STRANGE WAY

7he Alumni.
Manual training in city schools.and
improvement of giaygrounds, will be
urged by the Paducah High school
alumni this year. Friday afternoon
the alumni association will hold its
first fall meeting. There will be musical program, arranged by Miss Courtie Puryear.
The meeting will be
held either in public library or the
High school building and eork for the
year will be outlined.

Russians En Route to Siberia
Attacked the Guards and
Many Were Killed in Hand
to Hand Conflict. While Several Escaped tarrying Guns

Brother-in-Law, A Gambler, Said He
Took Her There----Story Told in HICKMAN COUNTY
Sunday's Tribune.
INDICTMENTS ARE

WERE WITHOUT ANY WEAPONS.

The following appeared in yester- suicide. The inquest was continued
for ten days.
day's Chicago Tribune:
"Dr. Paul Wright, who was sum"Tha Police are investigating the
moned by -Mrs. Prenz to attend Was
death of Lillian Tucker, 17 years old,
Tucker, said he believed the girl died
who died yesterday in the home of of heart disease."
Gertrude Plenz, a midwife, 3155 Halsted street. It was reported the girl
Cairo. Ill., Oct. 7.—The C. S. Brady
died following an operation. She had referred to in the foregoing is a well
been taken to the house Friday night known professional gambler who was
by a C. S. Brady, claiming to be her formerly a traveling man. He states
brother-in-law from Cairo, III. The that the young girl was his sister-ingirl's parents are believed to live at law and admits taking her to ChicaBardwell. Ky.
go for care at the establishment
"Coroner's Physician Hunter after named. She was a resident of Barda post mortem examinatiop of the well, and a well known young man of
body reported he could find no evi- that. city is said to be involved in the
dence of an operation. The police be- case, having been intimate with the
lieve the girl may have committed dead girl.

I

St. Petersburg, Oct. 7.— Preferring death to long exLe in Siberia, a
gang -of convicts, en route from Tto
men to Lobolsk, revolted against the
guards today, and a hand to hand
fight followed, in which 22 prisoners
were shot and killed by the guards.
Eleven convicts escaped, taking seven
rifles with them. Six guards were injured in the fight.

CHARGES ASSAULT.

STOLEN BY SCORE

Shows to First District Citi.
zens

Clinton, Ky., Oct. 7.
indictments returned
(Special)Twnty-ou
by
the grand jury were stolen from the
office of County clerk Kemp, while
he was out of the office for a moment.
There is no clew. The jury will be
called back to du the work over.

SMUGGLING GOODS.
•

That

Machine

ative of Great Political
party, But Only Politicians
and Time Servers.

BIG SHOOTING

GOLF GAMES f NTERESTING.

HARRY THAW WILL
BE TRIED SECOND
TIME NEXT DEC.

J. M. WILKINS

MANY ATTENDED
DEDICATION OF
BAPTIST CHURCH

BURGLARS STEAL
VALUABLES FROM
MISS FERGUSON

PREACH AGAINST TYLER.

AUTO WAS TOO CRANKY.

Cincinnati, Oct. 7.—Wheat, 1.116:
corn, 65%; oats, 52%.

No Other Boat in Fleet Eclipsed
Fast Paducah Packet in .tny
NN ay—The Fred Hartv“ g
Incident is Greatly Exagge-

rated..

MURRAY PREPARES
FOR RECEPTION
TO!. J. BRYAN

NU111'111s

WILIRFAGE.

With tieing caters iifid-d-e-torittlona
looking as fine and fresh as though
she was just leaving, rather than returning, the Dick Fowler steamed into the home port this morning, after
(Staff Correspondence.)
perhaps the most eventful trip in her
Benton, Ky., Oct. 7.--Roosevelt
lion. Itaineye. Wells, former rep- history, and the very name
said at Cairo: "You can't earl a light
of Fowler
except by hitting; no battle was ever reseutative of Calloway county, was has been linked with river traditions
won by merely parrying the other in the city this morning and while and romance for generations,
fellow's blows." The Democratic ma- here stated that elaborate arrange-1 Haying acquitted themeelves with
chiny leaders have been on the de- menus are being made for the conning credit, that has excited admiration
fensive throughout this campaign. In of William J. Bryan at that place to- from all the members of the fleet
fact, the campaign Is more analogous morrow night. Seats have been placed uhich made the trip chren the ellsto a prize light than to any other com- in a large tobacco warehouse. The sissippi, the
-Yet-Mk-He of the thanks
parison. So far it has been a tight in stop at Murray will be the only one of the president of the ("need States
which the Democratic speakers have of any length that Bryan will make and especially the members of the
had their fu:1 attention taken up in In the district.
party, which they entertained on the
He speaks in Padueah at Eighth voyage, the Fowler's crew
parrying the blows delivered by the
front CapRepublican candidates, and the only and Clay streets at 2 o'clock tonior- tain Coles to the humblest deckhand,
fouls recorded have been against the raw afternoon.
were bubling over with enthusiasm
defense, while the Republican lead%when the good 'teenier had reached
ers have given solar plexus jabs in
home and was tied up at her regular
GRAND PRIX ENTRIES.
every round,
place at the wharf.
Augustus E. Willson, Republican
The Fowler left Memphis Saturday
candidate for governor, is the central
evening at 3 o'clock; but was &deefigure In the aggressive movement
ed considerably on account of the
Paris, Oct. 7.—W. K. Vanderbilt
against the Democratic
machine
heavy. fogs and did not reach Paduwith
for
sixteen
nomination, and
forces, for Mr. Willson always discah until 4 o'clock this morning.
tinguishes to his audiences, the dif- Pery Belmont, with 5, lead the last
As an appreciation of the treatference between real Democrats and American Nominaters for the grand ment that had been accorded them
prix
for
19119.
This
turf
event
classic
such corrupt politicians as constitute
by the officials of the Fowler, the
the machine. For a real, Jeffersonlan, according to the club, will be wsnrth, ruemberm of the t'airo
Commercial
Democrat. Mr. Willson has nothine upward of $85,000 to the winner. club and the three congressmen
and
but admiration, lie repeatedly has
other notables who made the 'rip
said that no nation, state or communion the boat to Memphis. met in the
FIGHT WITH ROBBER.
ty' is safe unless there are two or
cabin yesterday and after the offimore parties, and his conception of
cens and men of the boat had bean
true citizenship is the man, who
toasted and thanked for their hosshows that parties are the instrupitality, elaborate resolutions were
Seddon, Ala.. Oct
—Reports
7
ments by which the good of the refrom the posse on the trail of rob- unanimously adopted thanking the
public is advanced, by independent
bers who looted the First National officers for their kind treatment durand conscientious voting. To make a
ing the trip.
fetish of a party, to be basely sub- bank, and killed John Williams here
Were Charged Wharfage.
maesive to a party whip, whether Re- Saturday night.in dlcate that the. purWhile the crew art so enthusiastic
publican or Democratic, is both con- suers are close to the outlaws. A
teniptibie and dangerous to the life of tight is imminent. It is claimed the over the successful voyage and the
robbers secured $20,ee0o from the treatment accorded them by the notthe republic.
ables that accompanied them, the offiBenton anti Marshall county ,citl- bank.
zens heard just as fine a speech Satcials of the Fowler. and those of the
urday afternoon from Mr. Willson,, as
other boats that made the trip, are
severe in their criticism of the offiIt was the pleasure of Merray and
cials of Memphis in charging the visCalloway county to hear the day before. There IX that in Mr. Willson's
iting boats wharfage while they were
manner that disarms all suspicion of
port there.
In
Berlin, Oct. 7.—Calr
Hate the
insincerity. How can fellow-Kentuck.
It is pointed out that not one of
American,
death
of
!entente
under
:ens doubt a man who bloke them
the boats, which carried .delegate squarely in the eye and tells them for killing his mother-in-law at Ba- to the waterways convention, w
den
saved
Baden,
is
to
expected
be
that he wants them to vote conscienwas
bigest e'
probably
the
tiously and independently, because he from the death penalty by the gen- in the history of Memphis, made
prisoners
eral
amnesty
to
be granted
himself votes front the same motives?
any money. In feet, when the exWho tells them that his nomination Oft the accession of the new grand penses were footed up and the lose
The
throne.
duke
of
Baden
to
the
meant the death of any old Republiby reason of being out of their regcan machine and the assurance that sentenee is likely to be. commuted to ular trade accounted for. it is beno new one would be built? In this as life imprisonment.
lieved that every boat in the fleet
II•m••
In all charges against the Frankfort
will have lost money, and in view of
machine, he does not lay down printhe fact that Memphis profited maciples for them that he does not exterially by the visit of the boats and
pect to follow himself. Hja honest
their passengers to the city, it is co:lcontempt for machines is such that
et-dared- an act- of Unpardonable incauses him to condemn one wejerever
hale
If two, people were ever born for gratitude that they should
it may be found, whether a Republieach other, ('apt. Young Taylor. of been forced to pay wharfage to the
can machine in Pennsylvania or a
The matthe dry docks, and Mrs. Taylor, are city on duch an occasion
Democratic machine in Kentucky?
that couple. Today Captain Taylor ter has reached the attention of the
It must be evident to all the people
Evansville, con- editor of the Waterways Journal. and
that there is nothing spontaneous wired his wife at
gratulating her on her birthday. Yes- many prominent river editors of difabout the
Democratic campaign,
terday was captain Taylor's birth- ferent newepapers, and the city of
Beckham. Hager and company are
Memphis will no doubt gain some. uncandidates
not the
of the Democratic day, and he is just one- day older
pleasant notoriety
ConneOlon
iu
voters of Kentucky but of Beckham, They were born in adjoining boost's
Hager and eompany. They are not and rocked in the same cradle. They yeah the affair.
The Hartweg Incident.
traveling about the state receiving never lived more than two squares
In speaking of the steamer Fred
the tree-will conunendation of Dem- apart In their lives.
Hartwegsineident which has gained
ocrats, who cherish their administrasuch notoriety in the newspapers on
tions as good history for future genaccount of misconduct, Captain Coles
erations of school children to study.
says the matter has been much nutifIn truth they are hereseIng the
'lifted. Captain Coles' said the report
much-tried good Democratic citizenthat the Hartweg collided with the
ship to stand by them once more,
Rev.Wellborn Mooney,77 years old, president's boat was a mistake, but
and as a cloud to hide their maladministration they interpose the trouh- one of the best known southern Meth- that she did crowd the Mississippi.
odist preachers. formerly located in
Mr. Saunders Fowler talked with
Paducah as pastor of the Third street the owners of the ilartiveg returning
(Continued on Page Four.)
Methodist, church, died Friday in and they stood by their officers, and
Dresden, Tenn., after an illness of told the inspector to do his worst,
THE W'EATHER.
several months, He was :located in but if he overstepped his authority
Paducah six years ago and was well he would be impeached. Some offiknown anti loved by his congregation. cious officer, it is believed reported
Since leaving Paducah he had tilled the Hartweg's lapses to the presipulpite in many large southern cities. dent.
and Was prominent throughout the
"That big fleet traveled more that,
south. He was a native of Virginia. Gall tidies," said Mr. Fowler. "and it
The fnneral was held at Dresden is a matter of congratulation that nor
Saturday,
an accident of any kind occurred. It
shows the marvelous handling of the
boats."
Reports from the fleet say that not
a boat eclipsed the Dick Fowler in
any partiCular, and the fast Paducah
boat received many compliments on
Several Paducah boys will pay In
for a hack ride In Metropolis Saturn appearance and movement.
Before taking up her regular trips
day night. They got into a hack the
Fowler will undergo exIs run for the State Hobe!. started the again the
horses- oil' the ruin and then jumped tensive repairs. The Dutiliap wstrieh
out. The horses were both blind, and is now making her-regelar trips will
with no one to guide them, they ran probably ere way Ur-the
Into a post. One horse ,was injured. ardson when that boat is off the
sPEECH

AT

RENTON.

New York. Oct. 7.—Smuggling
T. J. Sanderson, charged by Mrs
jewels has asommed large proportion,
W. E. Reeves, a widow, residing near
according to diamond importers
Lowe's Cross roads, Graves county.of
Frank Slessen, a large importer of
assaulting her, will be tried by Magall kinds of gems says he believes
istrate F. F. Obolson Saturday afterthe amount will reach $2 I 0;11.04J in
noon at Maniac. Mrs. Reeves was in
New York alone.
Paducah today conferring with attorneys. Sanderson is out on bond of
$500. The crime is alleged to have:
been committed just this side of thel Interesting services were the rule day at Broadway.
Graves county line two weeks ago.
The Home Mission society of the
in all the churches yesterday, a nuns
ber presenting especial features. The :Broadway Methodist church will ohFirst Christian church services took ;serve this week as the _"Week of
Murray, Ky., Oct. 7. tepeeial.)—
on the nature of a -Home Coming,"!Prayer" for the Home Mission work
in
a fight, said to have arisen over
and musical programs were given :Services will be held
Wednesday
morning and evening.
Among the 'Itiursday and rfklay afternoon at 3 a ganie of craps, last night James
singers were: Mrs. David Flournoy, o'clock In the parlors downstairs Gardner was shot in the arm and
Mesdames Overby and
Gray, and The subjects and leaders for the side by William Etheridge-. Both are
colored, and the fight occurred in a
Mike Bowleseewho shot a revolver Messrs. 'Richard Scott, Robert Scott, three days are:
In Morris' saloon, 100 Broadway, two Emmet Bagby, Robert Chastaine
Wednesday--"Fields White to the house near the 'station. Gardner is
weeks ago,was `released on the charge 'Mall and McDonald. Miss Bagby and Harvest" and "The Relation of the seriously wounded and may not reof maliciously shooting at Joe Rossi, Mrs. Clark played solos on the violin Church to Modern Industrial Life"— cover. One shut broke his right arm,
bnt was fined $100 and costs and Miss Ham played the organ.
Mrs. J. R. Lane and Mrs. G. C. Crum- while another entered the side. F:th
erldge has not been arrested.
given 50 days in jail for carrying conbaugh.
Presbyterian Churches.
cealed a deadly weapon. He had a pisThursday—"The
Debt
Owe
We
Rally Day was observed at the
tol and a slung shot.
First and the Kentucky %venue Pres Friendless Girls" and 'Our Duty to
Matti* McCann was given 54 days byterian church-ea Music and recita- the Immigrant '- -Mrs. E. R. Cunning
in the county jail for being drnnk and tions were on the program at both ham and Mrs. Charles Johnson.
disorderly at Second and Jefferson The Kentucky avenue church havFriday—"Rescue
Work
Its
In
streets Sunday.
ing its exercises in the morning, and Broadest Sense" and "Sitting for
A large.crowd of golf enthusiasts
John Davis. white, for maliciously the First church at night.
Mizpah Citizenship"- Mrs. C. H. Chamblin were present to see several excellent
cutting Charles Grace, colored, was and Hebron missions united with the and Mrs., F. M. McGlathery.
matches on Wallace park links Satgranted a continuance. Grace Is First church.
urday afternoon. C. Ie. Rieke beat
charged with breach of peace, and it
Mr.
The Rev. .1. R. Henry and
John Donovan with one up, taking
Is said will likely not recover.
John G. Miller will go to Fredonia
decide. Sweetser
twelve holes to
Other cases: Joe Rossi, breach of tomorrow to attend the Princeton
beat Bieeker with four up and two to
peace, dismissed: Emma Marten. col- Presbytery, which convenes there toplay. By default Bingham beat Daored, using insulting language, $5 and morrow night. Dr. Henry will preach
vis. Dexter beat Weil with one up
costs; Jessie WI:son, colored, breach Wednesday morning.. The Rev. A
and ten holes. Dexter beat Rieke
of peace, continued; Robert Brown. J
rhompson, of Kuttawa. Is moderT
ato
with four up and three to
play
and Will Harper. colored, drunk and
Wheeler beat Friedman with three
disorderly, $30 and costs each; Jaseavices
Revhval
of
the
Cumberland
up and two to play. Burnett beat
cob Elder,'drunk and disorderly, $7
5.
Berry with two up and one to play.
and no costs; Charles Sherron, Frank Presbyterian church stetted yesterUtterback beat Keller by
Potts and Levy McKinne,y, drunken- day and will be held each evening at
default
7:3.0 o'clock in the warehouse at
lie's $1 and costs.
New York, Oct. 7— Supreme Court Hughes beat Mocquonone up;Hughes
streets.
Madison
and
Tenth
The
Dowling today fixed Decem- beat James Campbell. Je., by default.
ereachers are the Rev. J. L. Bud- Justice
F as the date for Harry K. Thaw's Bingham beat ceebett ev default.
ber
geons, of Union City, and the Rev.
secoltd trial for the killing of SanHanoi McLeskey. of Fulton.
ford White on Madison Square roof
Paducah Home Show,
New Pastor.
garden.
Two Paducah horsemen made a
The Rev. J. W. Cantrell. recently
showing at the Golconda and Mayappointed
to the Mechanicsburg
field fall races which came to a close
Mr John M. Wilkins. 26 years old, Methodist church, assumed his pulpit
Saturday. They are Clarence Dickera well known accountant and Odd yesterday and preached his first serson and Ben T. Frank.
Fellow, died Sunday morning at 9 mon. Part of his family accompanied
Frank took "Harry A." and "Black
o'clock of tuberculosis, at his home, him, and they will occupy the parwood" to Mayfield, and won second
620 South Sixth street, after an ill- sonage this week.
money in one close contest with
ness of several months.
His death
Blackwood. Dickerson took "Lady
Methodist Church.
was not unexpected, but came rather
Foster" to Golconda, and got second
The Rev, Warner T. Bolling, passuddenly, as Mr. Wilkins was able to
money. She was ridden by Lawrence
Broadway
Methodist
tor
of
the
church
aalk about Saturday night.
Huber. the Louisville jockey, and got
will leave Tuesday for Memphis and
Mr. Wilkins was born in Paducah
away trailing. loieng chances for first
other points south. Thursday he will
and lived here until nine years old,
place.
deliver an address to the West Tenwhen he went Into the county and liv7.—(Special)
Smithland,
Ky., Oct.
nessee veterans at the '1% C. V. reed with the family of Mr. .1. T. Jones,
Hoe Betake Was Killed,
union there and will, also, lecture at —One of the largest crowds even
a well known farmer. F1VP years ago
Sam Banks, who was killed at Golto the United Daugh- collected at a church in Livingston
Tenn.,
Paris,
he returned to Paducah, and began
Confederacy in celebration county, attended the dedication of the conda, was owner of "Ginger Fry,"
studying bookkeeping. Mr. Wilkins ters of the
Day. He will be away Ohio Valley Baptist church, yesterday the fast runner seen in Paducah races.
Davis
Sam
of
secured a position at the West Kenand the pulpit at afternoon. A number of Paducahane and Lawrence Haber, the jockey, saw
Sunday
next
over
tucky coal company offices, and workfilled by came up in motorboats. W. R. Gibbs. the accident. Banks forgot a horse
ed incessantly. Office work did, not the morning service will be
the pastor, has accomplished great trailing in the rear, and when his
seem to agree with him, and he grew the Rev. G. W. Banks. at night
song service. The work in building the church and in- horse won first money, ran across the
be
a
will
there
gradually weaker until he was forced
presiding creasing the membership, and is pop- track, was struck by the oncoming
to go home for a rest. He never re- tiles/. J. W. Blacker& D. D.,
elder of the Paducah district, will ular in the community. The Rev. Mr. trailer, knocked down, and his skull
turned to work.
Bow. of Louisville, preached the ded- crushed.
He was a member of Mangum hold the prayer service on Wednes- icatory sermon.
lodge, Odd Fellows, and stood high
Big Tobacco Meeting.
among his friends and acquaintances.
Mr. Z. C. Graham, of Paducah, and
He married Miss Pearl Clark, of MayJ. B. Allen. of Tennessee, spoke ten a
field, one year ago, and leaves his
large number of tobacco growers at
wife and one sister, Mrs. William
Salem, Saturday afternoon. The asMorgan, wife of the well known Illiepeciation planters are jubilant over
mien Central machinist.
Louisville, Oct. 7.—Eight of the
the success of the meeting as more
The body was prepared for burial
leading ministers in the city last
than 200 acres were pledged.
and will be taken to May-field this afnight preached sermons, urging their
ternoon for burial. A short funeral
congregations to vote against Tyler
service wiliest)* held at the residence
Ben Frank Has Narrow Facape.
for mayor, they charging his plathere by the Odd Fellows, the Rev.
While driving Harry A. In the 2:17
form was against law and religion.
Bourquin officiating. At 4:25 o'clock
trot at Mayfield Saturday afternoon,
the body will be taken to Mayfield.
Ben Frank was thrown to the ground
Lexington. Ky., Oct. 7.—(Special
Among those. who will accompany the —Miss Lillian Ferguson. daughter of
by the collapse of a wheel on his
body to Graves county are Messrs. Mac D. Ferguson, railroad commissulky. He stopped Harry A. after a
Roy Judd, William Morgan, George sioner, was robbed of a bracelet set
hard fight, saving himself front seriHouser, Joe Green and Bdward with three diamonds, a necklace, a
ous injury.
Brown.
Mr. Harry BrIdgeman, one ofe the
gold chain, three jeweled hair pins
and $25 in money at the dormitory of •Managers of the Finley elitist plant in
Lodge Delegates beeves.
The Jim Daffy. a towboat belong- State college, where she Is a pupil. Mechanicsburg, is suffering from a
Messrs. Jake eanion, William Noring to the Ayer-Lord Tie company's She had left room on the first floor fractured right. wtist, He was pre- Kan, 0, T. Anderson, Sterling Price,
fleet, which has been Mr the boettnn nfeto' visit a friend on the third anti paring to tak-e a party of friettait
.Irinntin PITO W.1'. Ooodnien, repthe river at Blg Bend shoals. 280 when she returned she found the his automobile last evening at
hls reaenting local I. 0. 0. F. lodgee.went
miles up the Tennessee was raised place ransacked and her clothing and rellideffeg at Pritfettl
Showers this afternoon and tonight
end broad,to Georgetown. Ky., Sunday to kt•
this morning and the rescuing party articles from the bureau and trunk streets, when the crank slipped and tend the grand lodge meeting of Odd'Cleat and cooler tomorrow. Highest
with Captain Baker in command left scattdred on the floos...Bloodhounds struck his arm. The fracture was re- lenSloWs. The grand lodge ,convenes'te-npernitirc yesterday RI; lowest tothe shoe!" today at ndon,
duced by Dr. Carl *I. Sears.
day 00.
are on the trail. There la no clew.
Tuesday.

SHOT OVER CRAP GAME.

Grain Market.

at

Frankfort is Not Represent-

GitEAT

News Of The City Churches.

.t

WILLSON MAKES IMPRESSION 1 DICK FOWLER BACK
ON INDEPENDENT VOTERS AND FROM WATERWAY
THE PATRIOTIC DEMOCRATS CONVENTION TRIP

HAU MAY BE SAVED,

A REMARKABLE COUPLE.

REV. W. MOONEY DEAD.

EXPENSIVE HACK RIDE.

'tiny owilik4 up to his part, hut
The John S. Hopkins with the delwould not tell on ,his friends. In order 10 Rive tremble the bays agreed to eigatfott of Evansville buelnees men
pay for the horse, $45. They raised aboard reached Paducah just before
$27 and sent they would pay the rest noon. She stopped here to take on
pa!sengers and freight
‘
when they got home..

•

Less which

has marked a:1

of

Mt

itaut,:uqua speaker, %ilk, will deliver a tree isetare at tae Woman's
club at 4 o'clock Tuesday afternoon.
opportunities for Mrs. Dunbar has a national reputasligliMns
the
pageantry, on the pretext of conform- tion as an authority on "Ibsen,"
ing to the custom of Shakespeare', having discussed this subject in every
own. thine. The play will be given large city in the country and in many
with the wealth of real magnificence of the smaller ones.
She is poswhich the poets own text suggests sessed of a charming personality and
so warmly and constantly that there Pleasing voice and always captivates
can be no doebt of its existence in her audience. The purpose of the
his on
lecture is to shed more light and disMr. Hanford has turned to several seminate more knowledge of the life
specialists for assistance in this en- hopes and works of the great Norterprise. His scheme of stage pier wegian, author of "A Doil'e House,"
urea has been carried out by M. Arm- In which Miss Jane Corcoran will be
bruster. of Columbus, Ohio, whose seen here next Thursday night. Ocexperieece in designing asd executing tober 10. The lecture will be withbeautiful and correct settings for out cost to the public, the Woman's
classic plays has earned him through club acting as host. School teachers
several generations of famous actors and High school students always find
the sobriquet of "The Grand' Old Mrs. Dauber's lecture interesting

Uaat peednctions, will 'be'noteworthy is this. But there will be no

Who's Your
Tailor?
I F you will let us be, we
I will guarantee you a perfect fit and satisfaction, coupled with a saving of from 25
to 33'3 per cent on prices of
WE WILL
other tailors.
MAKE YOUR SUIT TO
YO1 R ORDER as cheap and
eheaper than the Broadway
prices on ready made goods.
OVERCOATS, TOO. Why
pay Broadway prices for
mady made overcoats when
we can make one that BEARS
the MARK of INDIVIDUALITY at as little cost.

A ffShoW"
For EVerybody at

THE KENTUCKY
Monday
October

II you order your suit
or overcoat of us you can
have Exclusive right to
the patterns you select.
Be original.

Prices 25c, 35c,50c, 75c.

A Comedy Drama with
Music.

Special Sale of Men's Fancy Vests

This attraction comes to Paducah with most favorable notices from
the papers of Atlanta, Birmingham, Nashville and Memphis—the
papers that count with us.

The Samples of an Exclusive Manufaclurer.
S1 100
-ee window display of Vests worth $1.50, $'2. 00 and
$2.50 at, Choice .
Better grades at $1,25, $1.50, $2.00, $2.50 and $3.00.
:70e Fancy Vests on Broadway at $5—oar price..—$2.50

Broadway at $3—our price

THE MODEL

October

2.00

See Fancy Vests on Broadway at $4—our price
See Fancy Vests on

Tuesday

—

1.50

8

11 2 South
Second St.

H ARLS

Paducah's Cheap Cash Store.
We give Trading Stamps.

(Ret a

set of Dishes Free.

•

Who Will appear at The Kt.:amity

tis. .0 tor is not
nsive a- isus
.ssiaed to depart from his plays tor
-emeriti! for unlimited scenic ex:oitation. It has been argued that
sat itttle scanAigliKa employed in
!le da) of Ellis ethan drama. Oasin it es that no plays lend themmore splendidly to the pur"Anita, the Singing Girl."
"Anita, the gipging (lire.- though postai of the scenic artiat and costuna
Vaylng at popular pelmet. Well 'prove :er, as well as of the actor. than
one of the enjoyable events of the Ittose of Shakespeare. One of the
poet's
season. The company carries :to peo- jmost striking of the gloat
ple, headed by Miss Eva tt'estcott scenic dramas is "Anthony and Cleo*who has received flattering notices patra," which Mr. Hanford selects as
from city papers, notab'y at Mem his subject for a spectacular revival
phis, where the Commercial Appeal this season. It is particularly fitting
recommended her highly. The music that Mr. Hanford should follow his
is catchy, the specialties of a high or- Production of "Julius Caesar," which
der, and the chorus competent. The cleated such a profound impression
'Singing Girl" was arranged for no last winter, with the story of the
Roman
warrior's historic amour
purpose other than to entertain.
with Egypt's queen.

THEATRICAL NOTES

1

Charles B. Danford.
The stupendous sea:e on which
Charles B. Hanford's productions are
:uncle have been, from season to season, the subject of Increased admiration and wonder. Each presentation
he makes is designed to eclipse its
giredeeessor in brilliancy of effect and
elaboration of detail. It is another
evidenee of Shakespeare's compre-

Like all his other representation
this latest contribution to theatric
entertainment by Mr. Hanford will
be dominated by the spirit of modernism. This does not imply that the
performance will be found lacking
in respect for the highest traditions
associated with it, or that a garbled
and mutilated text will be thrust before the public. The same complete-

The Best Carriage
Service in Paducah
You get handsome, well
appointed Carriages
when I serve v- u. We
give prorot persami attention at all times.

ANDERSON, PHONE 915

Saturday. Matinee

alid

THE TULLY LIVERY COMPANY
INCOPPC1MATF0

livery end Swims Bart

Fsurth Street sod Kentucky Avenue.

GUY
SON
NANCE
&
Undertakers and Embalmers
211-213 S. Third St.

Paducah, Hy.

FOR RENT
Several desirable offices and
rooms, on second and third
floor; water, light, heat and
janitor service included; prices
_reasonable.

AMERICAN-GFRAAN NATIONAL BANK
•

the

hal Reid's story of

great Southwest. Ran?hes, Mexicans, Cow

Punchers and Indians. A stirring play.

Night,

Man of Scenery." The dancing watt and it goes withjaut saying that club
-rehearsed under the personal, direc- iwomen find the affair a pleasant one
titre of M. F. Troatler, of Claveland.j...w sl
,
.44
Orb, whose achievereeats is, arratik..11 •••;.
"The a'entl.",
•••
log terpsiaborean effects oir a colitis!
Natoovel has beet' dere extensivesal scale have made him fatuous. ..e.13
t Mid or appealed striltrongly to a lT
special feature will be a premiere classes of people as Marie Corell
danseuse of personal grsee. and ex- Vendetta, hence the playbill drams:
pert accomplishments. The chorus laed from it has proven equally as
and orehestra will be ,nader the, dfriimituiterketAhde lip be the attractioa
reetion of the company's 'owe reader to the Ire-Ahoy. titenter next Wedand a skilled electrician will give nesday, October 9. Misalselioatriee
his undivided attention to the light- Barrington will appear as Nina, sup
ing effects which have been arranged ported by Mr., F. M. COogeshall as
to enhance the beauty of a ruaanin- Pablo ,Romail. tLcivers of romantic
cent array of scenery. Amongst the l Productions can not help hut be highold favorites who V. ill appear in Mr Fly Pleased with this offerlaig•
Ilikpford's company producing "AnJULIUS CAESAR
tony and Cleopatra" are Alex. Me-I Was
;;Ieerve, nubcaniat sickness :nereft
Kenzie. John M. Kline and George Cl 'IN mn
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liCiaa
n nfd.r
aged
Gunther. This representation of one his time. Sickness I. often
by
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of Shakespeare's greatest dramas
oe
. Austin. lotion. Wan. writes: "I
be especially noteworthy because of Ward,
lierlidnea tIre best medicine I
the brilliant opportunities it affords itsmrider
l er, r heard of I pin never without R."
Miss Alice Wilson in the role of no- iS,,1,1 1.y J. it. oehischlaeger, Lang Bros.
opatra. Was Wilson, though an Eng-,
lish woman, has during her stay in I
1.000 Levee Workers Strike.
this coon
been prominently casti
New Orleans, Oct. v —Nearly 1.with Otis Skinner, Nat C. Goodwin. 1
Charles Hawtry and Viola Allen. Thej4)941 levee workers are on a strike
date of Mr. Hanford's engagement at i here today. A long detachment of
the Kentucky is Saturday, October ipolice guard the river front. Cornof the port is at a standstill
''
12. At the matinee he will present'm(
an equally elaborate production of !ft iS the beginning of what promises
to be ohe of the most serious labor
"The Merchant of Venice,"
;troubles in years.
i
"Young Buffalo" Company,
TO CI-ItE A COLD IN ONE DAY.
For ;ext week's offeriag. Manager
:Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
G. it Goodman, of-the Keattissity, awe
---- ITabIets: Druggists refund money if
a surprise in store for his patrons I.
in the form of one or Charles E a fa:Is to cure. E. W. GROVE'S gigBlaney's greatest efforts, "Young ,inature Is on each box, 25c.
Buffalo, King of the Wild Wert," a
bunwestern melodrama founded on Wel Dayton, O., Oct.
(Ire d people chased a negro down
Main stieet this morning, thinking he
ha,1 assaulted a young girl. The ne, gro juispea in a department store
I !‘,d
l and
..
escapedtothrough the back door.
be a man wanted for

Wedlle§day
October

The
VENDETTA
.11

1?
•

Prices 25e,35c,50c.
A Romantic Drama by
Marie Corelli.

An

historical story of Italy.

Beatrice Harrington and Frank Cogge-

shell, supported by a strong cast of unusual worth.

IMIth"ultrtse

Thursday
October
5.

Arthur C. Alston Presents

JANE CORCORAN
As Nora in
•

"A DOLL'S HOUSE"
Prices 25c to $1.50
A drama by the world's
greatest playwright,
"Ibsen:"

For the first lone this capable and attractive actress will be seen in
Paducah in a play worthy of her ability.

1,—Four

Friday
October

We have several good

driving horse for sale at reasonable prices and
will guarantee them as represented. Call and see them.

A Melodrama of the
"Cnvi Country."

Prices 25o, 35c, 50c, 75c.

C'ONFTIIMED PRA)0F.
itee-idente of Paducah Cnntiot Doubt
What Has Been Twice Proved,
In gratitude for complete relief
from aches and pains of bad backs-from distressing kidney Ills— thousands have publicly recommended
Doan's Kidney Pills. Residents of
l'adueah, who so testified Years ago
sow se,: their cures were perman, •
This testImoty doubly
proves t.
worth of Doan's Kidney Pills to Pa"Y01 NG itt I IALO,
ducah kidney sufferers. (
At The Kentucky Friday Night.
. J. A. Houser, 809 Tennessee avenue, Paducah, Ky., says: "When
On the frontier. Young Euffalo is a
gave a statement for publication in
real western. hero, and makes his de- the year
190-0 telling of the great be,
but in the east in a vehicle that shows eat I had received
through the 11
him up in his true form. Some of of Doan's Kidney Pills which I h
the scenes in the new play are said to procured
at Du Bois. Son & Co.'s drug
be even more thrilling that many of store, it
was absolutely true as I had
the Blaney attractions that have ap- been a sufferer from backache and
peared at this house in the past. Thei kidney trouble all my life, and they
heroic cowboy, the desperadoes, the greatly relieved me. Now after a lapse
cunning Chinamen and other life like of almost seven years I am very glad
(haraeters, will be seen in their ele- fo confirm that statement and to
ment, as the atmosphere surrounding again
recommend Doan's Kidney
the "King of the Wild West" is typ- Pills to all kidney sufferers as a
h-al western in every possible form quick and reliable remedy."
ss--Zaitaltakeslis.stsilikaaatra.-.PrIca rata
.sss.....afes. Sarah Dunbar.
cents, Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo,
Lovers of the drama and students s
Ntew
atesyork, solivagente for the United
rf Ibsen are taking deep interest In
the coming of Mrs. Sarah E. Dunbar. s Remember the name— Doan's —
the noted New York Lyceum and And take no other.

11
A Chas. E. Blaney production.
A strong
story of the far west.

Young Buffalo I
King of the Wild West
Prices - =

25c,35c,50c,75c
•

The npme of Charles E. Blaney is sufficient gurantee to those
familiar with things theatrical that this production will be
first class in every

•

particular.

A Full Blood Sioux Indian With & Speaking Part

Saturday CHAS. B. HANFORD
October

Matinee "The Merchant of Venice"
Prices 50c,75c,$1

Night, Anthony and Cleopatra
Prices,45c to 41.50
A day of Shakespeare,
matinee And _night.

•

chipits
liatdV.11 (teaelays the. Place lle,occupiea iu Almi -award -co!
the American public. As an actor and as a gentleman he is
of the
first rank and hie productions are always eminently satisfying.
11111111W1111111111111111.01..11.1111111111Meama
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--our faint in Buck's
stoves-sour reason for
sending on approval
we so thoroughly believe:inIthe superiority;of these stoves over any and all others that we will deliver
to any home in the city or vicinity a Buck's range, cook stove, hard coal or hot-blast heater for a thorough approval test. —if the stove does not perform all its functions properly—does not do all that we
say it will do —we will cheerfully remove it and refund any payment'that has been made on the same.
and we will give you our written guarantee that we will do as we say we will do.
see the stove and get full particulars today.

—this ventilated oven makes roasts
"juicy" and sweet—fresh heated
oxygen constantly brought in contact with the contents of the oven
prevents "drying out"—roasts los('
but little in weight.

—in a Buck's steel range the heat
retaining asbestos is not glued or
riveted on with washers—which
hold but a short time, as in ordinary ranges—but it is held permaoently in place by a fretwork of
iron securely bolted—so that it
cannot bulge or become displaced
through long use.

-during this, our great special sale, we will sell any Buck's stove or range in the house at one dollar a week--we will also make very
special inducements in terms and prices through our entire line of furniture, carpets, rugs and general home furnishings. -

a week is all we ask to fit your
home up comfortably. See
big display.

$1

a week buys your choice of a
choice selection of Axminster
rugs in the newest patterns.

Pi LYE

Fora
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that

every machine, and it roots like
out original investigation. Even a curMODERN NI KT HODS.
day will
sory review of the steatuboating busNovember - a
reached
iness for the last five years should How They Hate improted a Steadied next.
APTIERNOON AND WEEKLY
114.111.11y,
have ehowu him that the traffic. far
Posty-three count ice.
from declining, is actually growing
Forty-three counties have been
and growing so fast the packet lines
In the 17th century a wave of ex- reached by Mr. Willson so far in th(
IN00111POSILATED
ugland
F. M. FISHER. Presid jst.
and campaign and in each of them he
oan scarcely keep up with it.
citement swept over
P. Z PAXTON, General Manager.
One might have thought that all Franca when the medical profession has awaken the Mime *4ketteb In subat
the
postoffice
altered
at Paducah. the available craft on the Mississippi discovered such wonderful curative stance. Wherever he has spoken, he
X.y., as second class matter.
The Rain Coat is the most dependsystem were levied on to provide a elements in the cod's liver,
has not failed to set real Democrats
SEESCIIIJIPTION HATElls
allowing during the president's trip,
In the 1.8th century cod liver obit° thinking, for as he said, real Dewable coat for the uncertain fall
the
and yet, when
Dick Fowler was imported and used extensively by °crate wanted McCreary and Hayes,
TUE DAILY SUE
.10 started down Wednesday night to physicians in this country, but it was whereas for some reason they got
sorrier, per week
weather.
mail, per month In advance... IS
mat, per year, in advance....$1.10 join the flotilla, there were sixteen found to be adulterated to a great ex- Beckham and Hager. He has told in
Al this season the weather changes
#
THE WEEKLY SUN
packets on the ways and docks and tent, and the useless heavy oil which all of-Tithes% 43 counties, of the fraud
Per year, by mall. postage m141.41.941 the Wharf along the Paducah river enveloped
without much notice.
the medicinal elements, a by which their honest votes were offAddress THE SUN. Paducah. KY.
upper
the
TennesOhio.
front;
medicinal
the
votes,
valset
its
by
stolen
hindrance
to
great
and
manufactured
Phone Sal
Office, ill South Third.
We get warm days, cold days,
see and Cumberland river fleets were ue.,
in--the 1906 printery. He has shown
Payne & Young. Chicago and New untouched and the big Pittsburg towfrom
real
days, foggy days; everything,
audience,
how
rainy
physician
famous
In 1855 a
Democrats In his
York. representatives.
boats couldn't get out for lack of the Hague went to Norway and after through an infamous use of state patin fact, in the line of "weather" that
THE SUN can be found at the follow- water.
two years of experiment and research ronage, they bought over a majority
Sag places:
'Mr. Palmer seems to think that all produced a light brown oil from the of the state central Democratic com\ can be handed out.
R. D. Clements & Co.
Van Culin Bros.
the freight now is pushed on barges cods' livers' which
was said to lie mittee and- thus were able to call a
House.
Nothing will serve and protect you
Palmer
by the towboats and he exhibits a more valuable than the pale yellow primary a year in advance of the
John Wilhelm.
picture with his article to etnphasize oil, but the taste and odor was so re- election. He said Governor Beckham'S
better than one of our good—
his point. Yet statistics, the river pulsive that it frequently caused such record was bad enough before that
columns of the newspapers and the nausea that it made it unpopular.
primary, but to cinch the nomination
business done by the dry docks and
The most valuable discovery, how- for senator before the people could
marine ways all prove that the pack- ever, was later made by two eminent awaken to the real conditions, or beet lines are enjoying an era of re- French chemists, who after years of fore he might do anything else that
The styles are such that they are in order
MONDAY, OCTOBER 7.
markable prosperity.
research discovered an extractive and would &Rena's, their support. he litthree-quarter length, others in
everywhere—some
Paducah is a typical river city, and concentrating process, by which all of erally bought and paid for with the
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
her boats'have not in many years en- the medicinal, healing and body build people's money, a gemination a year
full lengths. Every one of them in good form.
Ooed such business as they are now ing elements of the cod's liver are before the general election would nearry :rig. New boats have been pur- separated from the useless and nause- cessitate an examination by the peoSeptember—I907,
The Materials are Dark Oxford mixed, Black Cheviots
3910 chased or leased by nearly every line ating oil. These recovered medicinal ple, of their servant's record.
16
81%97
S
many new weaves and mixtures. All correctly Craveand
"This is sot Mr. Willson to
3895 touching this port. The Lee line be- elements combined with peptonate17
3908
11
netted. $12.50, $15.00, $20.00 to $25 00.
3893 tween Memphis and Cincinnati, prob- of-iron make Vinol the most scientific you these facts." he stated to
18
3S74
4.
3/SS bey-, will have to put on a third boat and valuable cod IlVer preparation crowd, "but I am reading you tr.
19
3880
S
We know that our Rain Coats are excellent, and we are
written speeches of Mr. John K. Rte.
3905 next summer, and the passenger re- which the world has ever known.
20
3899
I
.1-)
impatient
to show them.
3898 ceipts for the summer months are
Vinol is so rich in the elements of drick, Democratic candidate for a'
21
7
..3922
thousands.
to
reach into the
The life that it imparts vigor to all debili- torney general, of Mr. N. B. Ilays.noe
3900 said
23
3913
9
3907 Chattanooga Packet company on the tated and feeble conditions and is un- attorney general, and who ran in tie
irvemel CAtS,
24
3902
go
MADE IN NEW Toss
The Clothing Store That Carries the
3902 Tennessee has installed the new Chat- excelled as a remedy for all pulmona- primary for governor, and final'.
25
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11
woe,
tanooga
model
and
a
new
packet
Is
141,
3900
from
the Democratic bible, the Cou.
ry troubles.
3905
26
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3900 being built for the trade. Al!. the
27
Try Vinol on our guarantee to re- ler-Journal. Now I will read you a.
3937
13
2S
3899 Tennessee and Cumberland lines have turn your money if it fails to give sat- editorial from the Mayfield Mo• -3q32
14
3880 put on more boats. The Cairo and isfaction. W. B. McPherson, Druggist, a Democratic paper, written (II,
30
Evansville trade of the Fowler lines Paducah, KY.
the 1906 primary."
97,548 tests the capacity of the packets evThen Mr. Willson read a long edi
Total
am
Average for September, 1907..3,902 ery trip. The ways and docks are great parties. The Democratic party, tonal review Of the Beckham
Average for September, 1908...3,939 rushed to care for the repairing trade. in its present organization. has ceas- Hager administrations. which debit
There is a glamor of rotnan4
Personally appeared before me, this
ed to execute the will of the people. eated all of the leading acts of th ,
October 1, 1907, R. D MacMillen, about the "halcyon days" of steam- The people must overthrow that or- machine that are history in Kentuch%
business manager of The Sun, who boating, when gambling and dancing ganization and reorganize that party; and dark history at that. Marsha'
affirms that the above statement of and murders added excitement te but party bosses are amenable to no county citizens, Democrats and 11, the circulation of The Sun for the trips on the Mississippi, and when reason. The only thing that convinces . publicans alike, listened to this edmonth of September, 1907, is true to the guards and even part of the cabin them that they have taken the wrong'itorial in astonishment. The Demo
the best of his knowledge and belief. were burned and boilers were blown course Is
overwhelming and crush- crate present had borne an expressies
up frequently in an effort to win a
PURYEAR, Notary Public.
ing defeat at the polls and that de- of good-natured tolerance of Mr. Will
My commission expires January 22, race.
feat awaits the Democratic state tick- son's charges of machine corruption
Steamboating is now a decorous
.1.9es
et as surely now as it awaits the Dem- until he began to quote their own
business; but steamboat lines gay
party leaders and party papers. Then
ocratic city ticket in Louisville.
position of esteem in the minds
telling them that Kentucky's
dividends and their business is
as the editorial recited disgrace af- enThe
temperance question.
Thought.
no
fair name has been smirched with the and hearts of the world.
George Smith, Livermore, Ky., vis.ng and growing rapidly. There was s
ter
disgrace,
low
tones
of
ominous
doubt, is breaking down party lines.
Give-t little more than you promise decline in steamboating
To the many school teachers pres- iting William Maxwell, near this city
following the
laughter greeted Mr. Wilson's fre- mud of dirty politics thrown on It by
but
there
are
this
other
questions
In
much.
too
promise
don't
.—but
the Frankfort machine. There are ent Mr. Willson commended the Re- carries a bickerry cane that was cut
extension of railroad lines to all parts
contest and its a revolt against the wient reminders of the source of the
Democrats and there are Republicans publican candidate for superintend- from a tree in Westmoreland county,
of the country and the panic; but
charges,
until
when
the
reading
was
continued domination of vicious MaIn the state but when you tell either ent of public instruction as a man Va, near the home of George
THE REPUBLICAN TICKET.
that decline long since reached its
finished,
a
great
cliburst
of
applause
chine rule. It is a revolt against corof them that Kentucky's name has who knows nothing of politics but
For Governor—Augustus E. Will- limit and there has been a steady,
ington, anti on July 4, 1853, was prerupt elections in ,Frankfort. In the maxed his condemnation.
been dishonored, and prove it, there great deal of school management. Mr. eented to Jefferson Davis by a numhealthy
and
recently
a
rapid
revive)
Louisville.
eon, of
Riteningiutm Reptsitlican.
mountain counties, in the Parchase
will be that manifestation of resent- T. H. McGregor introduced Mr. Will- ber of admirers. Mr. Smith sas a
For Lieutenant Governor—W. H. of the trade; and it is remarkable as well as In Louisville. It is a longAdministration
henchmen were
ment in a mass, that characterizes son. The night before the speaking personal friend of Jefferson Da% is
how writers of prominence can dig
county.
present.
outthat
They
Mason
know
that
Oox, of
ing on the part of the people to rethe Kentuckian's attitude as an inpose of articles, exhibiting such groes
split by Mr. Willson as the and Davis gave the cane to hint.
votes
fewer
DemoGeneral—James
gain control of their own affa!ra. It is burstty. spelled
Attorney
For
dividual toward an insult to his state. guest of Mr. McGregor and his charmignorance of the conditions they disIt bears the following inscription:
cratic
in
Marshall
an
expression
of
weariness
on
the
Christian
county.
Breathitt, of
Kentucky Democrats will look Pas- ing wife.
CUSS.
•
"To Jefferson Davis, patriot, statesThey
themselves
had
part of the people with the continued County.
For Auditor—Frank P. James, of
perhaps on questionable acts
sively
man and conqueror of his country,
courtroom
demand that they sustain the Ma- .entered the crowded
merely
Mercer county.
honorable man can go chine, which--right or wrong— is the With an air of jaunty confidence, but so long as those acts affect
is absurd to ask you wheth- July 4, 1853."
it
—If
their party or themselves IndividualFor Treasurer—Capt. Edwin Far- into a primary, and then refuse to
they left the speaking with their
er you ever receive is
Democratic party.
ly, but when the state and its name
ley. of McCracken county.
support the nominee of that primary
The Democrats of Kentticky intend voices subdued and they ,didait stare
•-•-S01111. 81.1•111(1.1 are a. had 11..
comproOlved
Inv
no
there
will
be
In
For Secretary of State—Dr. Ben is past my moral preception of hon- to have a house-cleaning, and to do it the citizens pretreat in the face with
to ask you whether you read
esty. much less of religion?" said 'a they propose to unite with their Re- so Much sepercilloueness. Willson mise. The guilty men will be brought
L. Bruner, of Hart county.
to time.
For Superintendent of Public In- Paducah minister to a News-Demo- pablican fellow-citiaens in at least a surely reduced the Democratic maAnd so Mr. Willson's First district
crat reporter Saturday. He had been temporary change in the control of jority in Marshall county and After
etruction—J. S. Crabbe, of Boyd
speaking
has
ended
asked what he thought of men who public affairs.
the meeting, the returns from the campaign
county.
voted in the primary of a piety and
Such a change has been foreseen. recent registration were received from Throughout he has made an impresFor Commissioner of Agriculture then flying the ticket because their
•
precinct, which sion not equaled by any Republican
It has been Inevitable. The only ques- the Birmingham
e-N. C. Rankin. of Henry county.
man was defeated.—News-Democrat. tion was. When it would come; and showed that it had gone Republican speaker in the history of the state,
Now, of whom do you suppose, were It seems to have come now.— Louis- by a good majority, an event that has and as Governor Beckham says, the
For Clerk of Court of Appeals-they talking?
not been duplicated in the county's conditions now look very much like
Napier Adams, of Pulaski county.
ville Post.
they did when Bradley was successhistory.
McFor Legislature—George
ful. When a strong impression is
Hereon
In
here,
as
was
reported
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Broom.
from Murray. Mr. Wil:eon held his made on a man, he cannot help Int,
N'erily It takes a Mark Tapley
James P. Smith
Mayor
am! env, p: ii ti All) without a change parting that impression to others.
among Democrats to see for the DemMartin
....
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Attorney
Y.
City
in personnel, for over two hours. For that reason, Mr. Willson's work
ocratic party any 'good signs in the
John J. Dorian
City Treasurer
Beckham. Hager nor any of the In the First district will not be limreturns from the registration in the
George Lehnhard state. Here in Lottisvale there
City Clerk
Democratic speakers have such a rec- ited to the voters who actually heard
is a
George Andrecht falling off of nearly 5.000 votes in the
ord. The secret lies in the fact that h:m speak. These voters were so manCity Jailer
Continued from Page One)
Mr. Willtion does not deal in plati- ifestly impressed that.street corner
Harlan Griffith Democratic registration. There is a
City Tax Assessor
Harry R. lain of over 5.00o votes in the Repub. loos Goebel times on the heretofore tudes or In vagaries, but in actual and stove-corner arguments in every
•Idermen—T. C. Leech
facts, that are interesting, because county will eitho his truths. when
Hank, G. M. Oehlachlaeger, Jr., C. bean registration, and a loss in in- successful principle of evil, that prejthey. are astounding. Sincerity, as has voters, who could not hear Mr. Allidependent votes of but 700.
udice will blind the eyes of men to
H. Cliamblin, W. T. Miller.
been noOl. is so obvious In Mr. Will- son, ask what kind of a fellow he is
In 1905 the Democratic managers the truth. But as Mr. Willson
pressed
Councilmen— Second ward, A. E.
son's trcatno-nt of the issues, his the Republican will anewer with enof the election registered a great borne to the crowd here,
there must
Young; Third ward C. L. Van Me- number of their
repeaters as Inde- be a day of reckoning sornetime for courtesy ati.1 high bearing toward his thusiasm for his chief; and the Demter; Fourth ward, F. 8. Johnston; pendents. and they registered some
opponents are FO evident, that his" au- ocrat. if he Is as much a man as Mr.
d tors. irrespective of party affiliation. Willson says a real Democrat is, will
Fifth ward, Frank Mayer; Sixth of them as Republicans in strong Reconfess that he is straight. The peoward, W. L BOWor.
plIbliCan wards
These figures fore- Inasillassagraillase4106\41111.4 were profoundly Impressed.
Kentucky characier has one weak ple after all are Intensely sympathetSchool Trustees—First ward, W M. tell in unmistakable terms the downMIMI!
point that is a virtue. It is suscepti- ic and a had impression does not have
Karnes, Second ward, W. J. Hills: fall of the Machine. The time to the
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be
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in
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ble
to
be
gento
an
appeal
election
to honor more
is short. No doubt desperate
ward, H. S. WeIle and
Third
quickly than it
of dis- eral, nor does a good impression. Mr.
J. H. Garrison; Fourth ward, tactics will be adopted in the vain
honor. Mr. Willson appealed to the Willson has net in motion ,nothing
hope
of
reversing
the
course
of
Dr. C. G. Warner and C 0. Kelly;
reserve force of honor in his audi- hut goodoimpressions and It Is these
events. The registration shows that
1111111.,
Fifth ward, I. 0. Walker; Sixth the people
that are spreading rapidly over the
of Louisville of all classes
state te remote corners, along creeks,
J. C. Farley and Ed Morris. and conditions- are awakened to the
up Mlle and through valleys. It is
menace of Machine polities. Thoy
these that will bring Republican sucThe first month of the new school have had three months of good govcess in November, along with those
Why We D
Your
year shows a satisfactory increase in ernment. The registration days and
set. 1.13 motion by the_Whole.eline of
Drug Store Patronage:
enrollment, while the percentage of the campaign speak in unmistakable
tine Republican camiedates.
attendance „keeps pace. Parents and terms in behalf of law and order, In
.1 prescription is an order from
the public and the school authorities behalf of a non-partisan police force.
a (t or to a druggist for a
must each perform a part In keeping in behalf of fair elections. These are
specii,,:lionount of medicine of
After all, Mr. Wilson's meeting in
cert:i;r1 kind and quality %jai
up the attendance. Parents should arguments that no man can answer.
Benton was more like an oid-fashondirect
nix
foreits
use
by
the
allow nothing except sickness to In- The people have been given for one
ed revival than a political speaking.
patient. Experience has taught
terfere with prompt and regular at- year the right to hold an election in
Thr-Wne, in Kentucky is more of a
most physicians that in many
tendance on the schools. Thp public Louisville and it is a right they surereform than Of a conventional strugI ristinces medicinal prepareshould provide attractive aecoMmoda- ly will not surrender by negligence or
tele!, made by certain firms give
gle of parties. Set on the background
tions for the pupils. There is little indifference. The majority for Mr.
isitter results than others that
of the Purchase, the Pennyrile, the
may oe had for perhaps half the
doubt that the school authorities will Grinstead in the city of Louisville
Blue Grass region, and the Mountains.
mon. y For this reason a doebend every effort to keep up the at- should go above 10,000. If freedom is
a
drama is being enacted in . uhleh
I.,r often names a certain brand
tendanee. A well educated, intelligent to he maintained in this city the Mathe tragedy consists of Kentucky citiof medicine which he wants
citizenship Is necessary to the high- chine must be crushed to atoms.
zens, some of them, supporting disused in his prescription. Very
est efficiency of our government and
The spirit apparent here is apparcredited leaders when they might reoften it is easy for a druggist to
It is on a day like this that
prosperity and welfare of our people. ent in the state—in Lexington. In
use the cliceper brand. This
buke corruption., by changing their
you wish you had a raincoat;
practice on the part of the drugMay each month and emit year show Covington, In Newport, in Mt. Stervotes, The Repbblican leaders come
SVIISTITITTING.
gist
is
and
called
you need ,it, too. There is
the same percentage of increase in ling. Almost every where the registrain with an onslaught on the intrenchprobably my garment you will
The physicians of
tion shows a decline In the Democratenrollment and attendance.
ed machine, the author of the situaneed more this fall and winter
ic strength and increase In the Repubknow
not
tion, and as the play advances tothan a raincoat, and why not
The Democratic organ is making lican strength.
substitute.
ward a culmination, gathering with
get
you
one?
In the counties where there is no
right smart light on Professor George
the Republicans may be seen numerOur immense stock enables us
The professor must have registration the same story is told.
to give exactly what
doctor
ous honorable Democrats,-who as soon
At last the patience of the people of
orders.
'em skeered up
as they have rooted the evil out of
We show a great line of
Kentucky has been exhausted. The
Furthermore, business integtheir own ranks, will be found back
thena—cdats made to fit you;
rity is not a mere jest with us.
outrages committed in the name of
In the party traces if they PO deeire
THE RIVER TRADE.
made to be used as an OverIt
our
large
of
is
the
foundation
Collier's last week presented a sto- the party have aroused party loyalty
and without any' condemnation
coat, too, where desired;
of
and steadily increasing prescripry by Frederick Palmer, on the pres- to revolt. The condrtion of the countheir action from honorable citizens.
The prices are surprisingly
tion business. All the doctors
ty
clerk's
office
in
trip,
which harped on
Louisville under
ident's river
You could forget there was a party
that our name On the
low—$15 up,
a
the theme that the president would Mr. Semonin. -Mr. Hager's lame and
division in the Benton audience, Men
label guarantees the integrity
of the medicine.
of Kentucky cannot but applaud sentnee for himself the decline of the riv- impotent explanation of this continer traffic. In one paragraph Mr. Pal- uing condition, the prevalence of
iments of manhood, faith and honor,
Bring us your prescriptions.
mer reflects on the fact that Cairo is Machine politics in all parts of the
no matter v/ho utters them, and Mr.
Wilhite/1 does not deseetid at any time
elt railroad reeter more tnat a river state, the evils of partisanship lit pubtown, as indicating the decadence of lic businese--all emphasize the argufrom a high plane of principles, both
in theory and practice, in his speak.
the Ohio an Mississippi trade. Noth- ments for a change of parties aad,
lug. Votes were changed then
ing Is further from the trtith thin the they address themselves not to al
be445 T°41..„.,.
cause .to (natige a vote means to rewhole inference of this -article, and man's partisan bigotry but to
his
Pate pridt and - tp hireetatts patelot-1
bike dishodorable Ofiklaj conduet.
ft shows afretellai.- Pant.? Ittsgetrelti
Atli and keadway. Opp. healer House.
story -With the belief that the river
Means to strike A blow for reeeelise
We must have . in Kentucky two 11•011110.4111""11■••41111
trade is declining, and wrote it with.
Kentucky'. ulnae ia its
4
/
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WILLSON MAKES

You can use your gas stove
all winter if you heat your
kitchen with our new *.

I
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MORE REASONS
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COKE HEATER I
ATTACHMENT

Old Fashioned Revival.

Rainy Days
Suggest
Raincoats

1
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Can be attached to any
stove. Call at 406 Broadway
and let us show you one.
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1: AND SOCIAL EVENTS•

i
11,

Miss Ivy Perry, of 414 South Tenth
street, will leave Wednesday for San
Francisco, Cal., to spend the winter
with her aunt.
Mr. Quince)' Wallace. the well
known Illinois Central carman, and
wife, left yesterday for Pamona, Cal
to visit Mrs. Wallace's sister, Mrs
Ed Englert.
N. G. Howard and daughter, Mee
Bonier; E. C. and Miss Grace Ku)
kende', of Morgantown, who have
been attending the Mayfield races
sent Sunday in Paducah.
Mrs. Alben Barkley, wife of the
county attorney, returned front May
field this morning.
Attorney William Marble went ti
Princeton this morning on business
Mr. John Counts returned from
Mayfield this morning.
Mr. Claude Epperbeitner has returried from the Golconda fair, acby--ble-tehcle, Mr. J. Y
Conley, who left for his home in
Portland, Ore.. via Canada.
Mr. Janice C. Ftterback left at
noon for Owensboro.
Mrs. Mike 'simian and her son
Charles laeman, left at noon for Lexc
lo
gtlo
ieng
.ewhere Charles will enter State

The Greatest

. Charity Club,
The Charity club will meet Wednesday morning at 10 o'clock at the
Demonstration of the greatest
The series of dinners that havd Woman's club house. 608 Kentucky
been given at the Rhodes-Burford avenue. All members are requested to
range
and greatest coffee pot
store during the past two weeks by be present.
will
be
at Hart's
some of the local churches and societies, closed on Saturday when the Open Meeting of Church Societies.
The Church Furnishing society oe
Ramsey society of the Broadway
Methodist church served dinner and the First Christian church has an
supper. This was the "Banner Day,' open meeting this afternoon at the
the ladies clearing $108.45. The din- home of Mrs. J. F. Hartle 331, North
ners have all been models of fine Ninth street. The Ladies' Aid society
Hart will have factory specialist
are the guests of honor at this meetcooking and service, and the continlug.
An attractive mutrical program
to fully demonstrate
ued patronage of the public has been
will be rendered as follows:
testimony to their popularity. The
Piano solo-Mrs. George B. Hart.
Rhodes-Burford firm has complimentVocal solo-Mrs, W. C. Gray.
ed the churches in this way for sevPiano duet- Misses Julia Dabney
eral years, and has not only been
and Mary Wheeler.
most liberal in furnishing the subVocal solo---Mra. George B. Hart.
stantlals needed, but gave. full use
Piano solo- Miss Lucille Hartle
of the table ware, and was unreThis is a rare opportunity to all' houseVocal solo-Mrs. David M. Flourlenting in their cleverness arid attennoy.
keepers,
as they show what good things can
tion. The amounts made each day
--Orchestra- Miss Mary Itondurant,
are:
be done on a GOOD RANGE. Every
Mr. Clark Bondurant and Master RobSeptember
Monday,
23rd
ert Bondurant.
knows and says The Majestic leads in
one
Th r d
Street Methodist
'These are pleasant social occasions
church
$ 241 .10 of this society and 'take pl'an'e
every point of merit.
once a
Mrs. C. C. Weriker returned today
TileedaY, September 24th ,
month. Refreshments are served durfrom a trip to Mayfield.
The real Kinhee man fully explains how
Mechanicsburg Methodist
ing the afternoon,
UPSETS LITT! 1 eM I rct• ENGINE
Niro. Frank 'Rieke and Mrs. feran
churst
e7
DASIALLe .ANOTHER.
easy it is to make good always the
very
Boyd left today for a visit to Louis-For Dr. Pendia>, ring 416.
Wednesday, September 25th,
Matinee Musical Club.
ville.
same coffee in the greatest of all coffee
-Dr. Hoyer residence phone 464;
St. Francis de Sales church 51 75
The first meeting of the Matinee
Mrs. Roy McKinney, accompanied
Thursday, September 26th.
office 175.
Musical club for the season e .11 be
pots, the Kinhec, with the delicately flavored
by Mrs. Gray Gatlin Swan, of MurFirst Presbyterian church 50 55 held Wednesday afternoon
-Dr. Gilbert. osteopath, 400% Delay of Half Hour Occasioned Pasat the
ray,
left
today
for
Paris.
to
attend
Kinhee coffee.
Friday, September 27, Trimsenger Train By Accident Wheat
Broadway. Phone 196.
Woman's club house, tios Kentucky
the state meeting of the United
ble
Street
Methodist
Hurried.
Railroad
Folks
-Farley & Fisher, veterinarians,
avenue. It will be an 01)4'11 meeting.
church
46 4)0 The program will be renderud In the Daughters of the Confederacy_lins
427 S. Tilird. Old phone 1345; new
auditorium
downstairs
3:30 MoKieney is president of the state
Saturday, September 28th
at
pkone 331.
IS o'clock. A business nee erre of the organization, while Mrs. Swan ie hisSecond Baptist church
__Perpetual green lawn grass seed
AT
twit, at 3 torten.
"Haste makes waste" is a motto Monday.
September 30th.
active members will lw
Just received. Brunson's, ii29 Broad- prover. Sunday afternoon inn Paducah
Mr. Ernest Nordham
and
Miss
lot 1111 o'clock in the conintittee room upHome of the Friendless
way.
Grace Ellen Nonni:4111. of Cairo, were
•
Illinois Central shop yards when a Tuesday, October 1st Daughstairs.
-Best and cheapest. We rent bug- side swipe of two engines caused al
ters of American RevoluThe afternoon will be a Russian- at the Painter sesterday
Mr. B. G. Humphreys, of the filegies, carriages and horses separately. double delay to the Louisville-Fulton
60 00 Polish one. Meyer Helmuth' and
tion
Both phones 100. Copeland's stable, accommodation passenger train, No. Wednesday,
October 2nd,
Moskowskl are the composers. Mrs. derman grocery, visited his family
121. due into Paducah at 4:20 o'clock
Kentucky elivebue Presbys
419 Jefferson street.
et>,rate le
James Weille is the leader and the at Murras Sunday.
Mrs. M. E. Gilbert, of Salem ave55 00 program is:
teriae church ......
-Get tome of the beautiful new The train areved late, and the side
nue,- received a message from Chien1-Current Eveuts.
souvenir postal cards of U. S. gun- swipe held it a little longer, the time Thursday, October 3rd, Gergo this morning announcing the
man Lutheran church
7'e 00
2-Biographical Sketches.
boat Paducah at R. D. Clements & required to secure another engine.
Engine, No. 1935, was sent out to Friday. October 4th, Grace
3-Piano solo (Moskowski)- Miss death of her aunt Mrs. L. I) Smith
Co.
.1.44..1,44,4.4.41 WANT/OD-Good second-hand
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Willingham
Episcopal church
67 35 Isabelle Mohan.
-We give you better carriage and pull the accommodation train to Fulregister. Address 0. Care Sun.
,
were
guests
ton.
bon
in
('hristmas_
Engineer
was
Saturday. (et-teller 5th. Broad4-- Vocal solo (Meyer Ilelmund)- and daughter of
better service for the money than:
of Mts. C. C. Charlton, 1119 Broad
e
NTED- Competerir
WAIDS 45 Mrs. David Flournoy.
way Methodist church
Is givenliy any transfer company in! charge, and got avvesp from the obopa
way, Sunday.
woman to cook and do Si: •
late. He was heading out of the
5-Paper,
"Some
Forms
of
CompoAmerica. Fine carriages for special!
Mr. Rudolph Killtenger has returnwork. Man preferred. Amy 1
yards, after taking water, to get on
Total
.... $7.20 25 sition- and What. They Are"- --Miss
,
oecasionsion short notice; also ele- the main line. and was running preted from Central City.
oily. 1680 Jefferson street.
Jennie Gilson,
gant lively rigs. Palmer Transfer Co. ty fast when switch engine, No. 1/496.
R. B. Brashear, of •Edds. ville, is In
6--Vocal solo (MoskowskI)---Mrs.
Subscrihers inserting want ads in -FOR SALE-- My 5-room cote,
-Use
the Earthquahe carpet In charge of Engineer Collins Lloyd.
the city today.
I-- ,Lela Wade Lewis.
eBy
t„re
h.
tn terti,t tae:tri tilitiars
isv
iiiiiiL kiiiin
t No. 2421 3roadway.
cleaner. -eold at Biederman'..
Mr. C. G. Kelly, who Is in Itiser-lT
came in sight. Christman did not
ailliesu
:
S lien
7--Vlolio solo (Moskowski)-Miss
particulars call at hit
side hospital, where he was operatedl
• -Flower pots! Flower pots deliv- know the switch engine was anyBlackard.
ad is inserted. the rule ap- No. 725. Old, C. 0. Grin.
on for appendicitis, is reported le•lt-v 14
ered. M. J, Yopp Seed Co., 124 South where near, and when be saw a colli1,1
1)
1.1;:g
lltir'
WANTED TO RENT--A modern
Co (very one eithout cusp.
sion inevitable, jammed his throttle
today.
Second street. Both phones 477.
-Coltillion (lub Reorganitee.
R or 9 room residence. light, heat
tion.
--The Woman's Home Mission so- shut reed aPteied the air. The engines
Cotillion club met ve-teriti
With g ()only weather city schools
FOR KINDLING V* 00d riug 23(5: and bath. West End preferred. Adciety of tee Trimble Street Methodist met, and the little switch engine was elesiled on the second month thirty, afternoon In the business Aire of the le
_
dress X. V. Z.. Sun office.
4
1
M1TCHELLS for lege-grade bicyknocked
from the rails. Cylinders on but attendance did not show a de- president, and reorganized for the
church will bold prayer services evFOR-SALE-My 5-room cottage,
So th T h ird wsotor
ery &Demon this week at 3 o'clock the passenger engine were broken crease except in primary grades.
winter. The officers of last yeAr were
corner Twenty-seerenth and Broadway.
at the church, beginning tomorrow af- and the engine put out of commission.
.ring
3R26b-e3e28tl
mad stove
Tomorrow morning High school pu- re-elected as follows: President, Mr.
For further information telephone
ternoon. Everybody is cordially InF. LeVin.
A freight engine and another crew pils will be addressed by the Rev. Edwin J. Paxton; vice-president. Mr.
192e old phone. J. H. Dugger•
vited.
were secured, and sent out to pull the William Bourquin. His subject has Frank Boone; secretary and treasur- korealreseerevearerersee
se
FOR RENT--Apartment in 603
-1F-1
.
16
WANTED--- Everybody to know
--Mr. "iyde Allen, for several passenger train, causing a delay of not been announced, but will have Cr, Mr. John G. Brooks. Dances will
1North Sixth street. George Rawleigb.
that now tit the time to sow your
years contested with
the Palmer more than a half hour.
In liankruptcy.
some direct bearing on some phase of be given each month and very teemFOR SALE- Runabout rubber- ;awns. Use our Evergreen lawn grass
house offiee of the Palmer Transfer
Wednesday morning at 9 (sem
school work. The Rev. Mr. Bourquin rate affairs. A meeting will be held in
e k
new. Phone 217. seeds. For sale at illeeermanee
company, has resigned and gone into
Mr. James McLaughlin, gardener Of Is an able speaker, and his addtesses two weeks to fix dates for theetermans Referee In Bankruptcy E. W. Bagby tlred buggy nearly
FOR PURE apple vinegar 3years
SATURDAY Sept. 21, 1 will open
the grocety business. Mr. Allen and the Nashville. Chattanooga and St. are always appreciated and enjoyed. and place of having them. The Hub will hear argument on exceptions
Mr. Jesse. Sanderson have purhased Louis, has returned from
On Wednesday, the first musical will be larger this year titan hereto- tiled to a claim of $2,700, in the old, Beton Bros., Stall 31. Market. My shooting gallery at Rehkopf's old
Detroit.
bankrupt matter of the Paducah FurRenfro's erqcery at Third and Jef- Mich.. where he has been oh bnelness. since the opening of school, will he fore.
WOOL), old phone building, Ill South Second street, opFOR DKr
niture Manufie•turing company,by the 2361,
ferson elects, and opened up this
Chief Dispatcher J. B. Thomas. given in the auditorium. Miss Ada
posite market. Glad to see all our
morning.
Tralumaster A. F. Pate and Master Brazelton and Miss Caroline Ham will Internee Reeeptien for Nfrs. Dunbar City National bank. The bank alleges
WANTED-- Good washerwoman old customers. Wm. Bougeno.
that it has a prior lien on the bankAfter Ibsen Lecture.
-The te S. civil service commis- Mechanic J. H. Nash. went up the di- sing a duet. and Mr. Richard Scott
Apply 610 Adams.
FOR SALE--My residence.
The work of the literary depart- rupt because the money was advancsion annaunces an examination for vision of the Illinois Central this will sing a solo.
GROCERY clerk wanted. C. F. Husbands consisting of four rooms,
ment
of the Woman's club for this ed to pas• off labor. The question is a
"presume*" for November 6, at Pa- morning on an inspection trip.
hall, two large porches. bath room
,ear will be inaugurated with a lec- new OM'. :mild much interest is Mani- Schrader. Thirteenth and Monroe.
ducah.
New Stairway.
J. R. Thompson, gang foreman in
and toilet Easy germs. Apply to Mrs.
ture
on
Ibsen
t hl• I iiitcome.
fested
in
Tuesdas
afternoon
acres
at
SA1.E4
-70
FARM
FOR
-Noise the time to sow sour lawns. the local Illinois Central round house,
A stairway is being built to the atJ. M. Jatees Mattison, Twenty-third and
gravel road, public school.
tree our high grade and Evergreen has returned from Princeton after tic of Washington building In the o'clock at the Woman's club house by
Kentucey avenue. Old phone 1507.
Deed% Filed.
lawn grass seeds. Biederman's.
Clarke, 131.19 Jefferson street.
acting as general foreman for E. H. girls' cloak room, adjoining the audi- Mrs. Sarah E. Dunbar, who comes In
heel Kiielse to G. M. Spitzer, propFOR SALE CHEAP- Desirable
McCann, who has been off 30 days on torium. It is being installed to make advance of Jane Corcoran and her
WANTED--PortitIon bs first-class
company, which will play "A Doll erty on Koerner street, $75.
property on South Fourth. Three
;WS Reward.
account of illness.
entrance into the attic easy, and to
251.
New
stenographer.
phone
houses. numbers 427, 431 and 435.
The e:ty Republican Campaign
A bulletin announcing the appoint- make It -possible to store lumber for House" at the Kentucky theater on
WANTED---Good-reliable man for Write to Mrs. C. A. Brenner. Herrin.
county Court.
committee will pay $25 for any evi- ment of J. H. Nash, master mechanic the portable auditorium stage when Thursday. Mrs. Dunbar is noted as an
interpreter of Ibsen, and as the litJ. A Leeson has been appointed dairy work. Apply to 1647 Clay.
Ill. Box :toe, or inquire at Joe Brendence loathe to the prosecution and of Paducah Illinois Central shopewas the stage Is not in use.
erary
work
sonstale
• in the Sixth magisterial - FOR SALE-Gravel, sand and dirt. ner's shoe shop. 126 1-2 Kentucky
of
the
club
a
will
begin
this
conviction of any one guilty of buy- received today and posted.
One (lir ione of new desks arrived
avenue. for full- particulars.
Old phone 211-a.
Mr. Harry Judd, the well known this Mottling and the desks will by week with a study of Ibsen In the district.
ing or disposing of registration cerCLEANING AND PRESSING neatIllinois Central patternmaker, is ill taken to new rhool buildings for in- modern writer series, she was secured
tificates.
GIRLS WANTED-- for itItirnv,
to open the work. The lecture Is
Marriage Limners.
guaranteed.
ly done. Satisfaetion
and off duty today.
T. C. 1100VIele, Secretary.
stallation. Work on both new schools
Rooms.
Sun
Job
Apply
free,
.1thn Meals to Mary Taylor, coldelivered.
for
One
and
Work
called
Is progressing rapidly, but a great
CARPENTER WANTED -At the close of the lecture a social ored.
Dr. C. E. Purcell has " returned deal remains to be done before the
Attornay Frank Lucas has returntomorrow morning at 8 o'clock. Sun trial is all I ask. James Duffy, South
hour will be held in honor of Mrs.
from a visit to EddSville
buildings can be used.
ed from eopkIneville.
Mirth street. near Broadway. Phone
Job Rooms.
Dunbar who Is a prominent club womcircuit Court.
an. Tea will be served in the library
FOR SALE -- Parlor, sitting room, 462-a.
C. L. Reiser SOII against G. A. Gardof the club house. Mrs. Oscar L. Greg- ner, Lucy Gardner and W. 0. Jones. dining room end bed room furniture.
DESIRABLE nomaniNn HOUSR
ory will preside at the tea table and for a note of $71:t and the annullment Mrs. R. Loeb, 501 Broadway.
;f4.4MilNr!
Brack residence in first-class conwill be assisted by Mrs. William B. of a deed to propsrty. Robertson aldition.
three blocks from Broadway,'
room
WANTED Four
cottage on
McPherson, Mrs. Percy Paxton and leges that Gardner executed a note to
three or four unfurnished rooms. 15 rooms, bath room, both gas and
-rill MIss Blanche Hills.
him for $500, and later transferred
electric fixtures; also, large dining
Phone 2911e.
property to W. 0. Jonee. his fatherroom-especially adapted for re deer.
II) Wee YOU
FLAT FOR RENT----Seirente, bein-law, his wife also becoming a parable boarding house. For rent, Apply
Miss Brooks to Attend Memphis
A 6-00D LICKI`I'
Broadway and Kentucky ayety to the deed, and that this was done tween
to John D. Smith, 4011 Nerth Third
House Party.
T
TOO, IF I it
'
-flue. Apply to Mrs. Whitefield.
plaintiff
to
defraud
and
the
street.
keep
him
Miss Ethel Brooks will lease FriPROM 15E9 NOT
FOR RENT--Three roam_ house
day for Memphis to attend a house from securing his debt. He asks that
FOR SALE-Just tee
.
party given by Mess Ilene Caldwell, the deed he set aside, and the mort- with pantry, $6 per month. Salem av- seent-sesetage with -pantry, cabin'-'
elide.-Priones
433.
'
of that city, during a reunion of the gage foreeeesee
mantel. Front and back porches. Wie
WE ARE NOW In a position to ter
Forrest cavalry in Memphis.
Mrs
in kitchen. On 10 ft. lot. Smile
(missile.
Si
x
employes
7
1
Oct
serve any and all kinds of sandwishes cash payment: balance in month!,
(7aldwell was the chaperone of GenP,
a
room
ri
of
dee
were
the pool
fined chile and lint tamales, Ill 1-2 South
eral H. B. Tyler's party to Richmond
Estate and MortMcCracken Real
ropre ter Alveye ease Third.
Va., at the U. C. V. meeting this ISsin
gage (io. (Ineorporatttl.) LIllard D.
fle
f"
t; yetthe
.p
summer. Miss Ilene Caldwell, her
WANTED-Girl for gunetal house- Sanfirws, Pres. Phone 765. Office 318
-- -daughter, was one of the party and i
work.
Wagea $2 per week. Only first- South Sixth street.
ItEroNSTRITCTHH.
es:
also, Miss Brooks. Others who were NATURE AS' A
class
girl
need apply: 416 South
NIGHT SC11001,-- First month's
"Nature repairs her ravages-reGeneral Tyler's guests will be memtuition free if you clip and mall or
sunshine
and Fourth street: phone 2692.
her
with
pairs
them
bers of the house party at the (Saidbees
FLAT FOR RENT- Four rooms. present this notice within the next
with human labor."
well home, and it will be a pleasant
Oeteopathy is one of Nature's most Beth, etc., 1140 Broadway. L. D. five days t-t Draughon's Practice
reunion occasion. Mr. David Koger
used instruments in repairing her Sanders. Phone 765, 318 South Sixth Business
College
(incorporated)
who is a major on General Tyler's
ravages. Take the Osteopathic treat- stret.
314 1-2 Broadway, Paducah. Old
staff, will attend
ment of headaches. It locates the pet- - WIIF:N BUYING HARNESS, Sad: phone 1755
asking for particulars or
mare cause and removes it, not In dies or repair at the Paducah Harness
this remarkable offer. If
Miss Frayeer iteturnit H
-e,
.
administering a common known sects!and Saddle Co., you art getting the
Miss Nannie Lee Frayser returned
quit at end of month, owative to one and all alikeellout by a best. 204 Kentucky avenue.
to her home In Louisville on Saturday
or continue at speciat rate-$4
simple mechanical manipulation.
--R--EWARD---$25 reward for evinight after making a delightful eeSo; in digestive disorders Osteop-i dence and conviction of parties turn- month.
ries of four talks on child life while athy
restores the nervous equilibrihere. She is very charming and tal- um to the 'stomach, bowels, elver, pan-I ing in false fire alarms front boxes of
M'ATER NOTICE.
company
ented and greatly delighted her au- creas, etc.. and a unity of action es- American District Telegraph
Petrone of the Water (ennparry are
WA
STED--Sit
uation
be
an
tenterdiences. Miss Frayser was urged to eontroled
tablished
i
ndi
rls
ied
rorders - are readily'
th
ae
d
reminded that their rents expired
fenced office man with some firm se ..
remain over Sunday, but a number
pt :tette Those eho desire to Is.willing to pay good Salary for firstof similar engagements for that day
Constipation can be cured only by
new them t.hotild do so before it .
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in Louisville called her back. She Is observing nature's laws. The regular class service. Address X. care Sun.
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Prominent in both Sunday school and movements of the bowels depend on
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their nerve and blood supply. If one good cook, can get good
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apply) at 328
or the other Is disturbed in any way
YOU DON'T HAVE TO-WALT
Mise Mary Bolling will leave to- here Is disorder- sickness. Osteop- North Eighth street.
.
. Every doge makes you feelbeeter. Lases-.
morroet for Greensboro, N. C., to athy here again is Nature's cure. ,
FOR ill-ENT-Room in home with keeps your,phote tumid's right. seta on the
visit relatives. She will be aeeomI should like to tee you perennial, family of ordinary peopie. Would money-backeptestverywnere. Not beacons.
vented as far as Memphis by her at any time of the great luccess I am like tosrent to same kind of folks. Ad-I
father, the Rev. W. T. Bolling.
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`Choice $1.00

One hundred remnant rugs made of
,Axminister, Brussels and Velvets; one
and one-half yards long; nicely fringed;
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$1.00
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"SIDE SWIPE."

From the 7th to the 12th
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MEN ADMIRE
a pretty face, a good figure, but
sooner or later learn that t h e
healthy, happy, contented woman
IS most of all to be admired.
Women troubled with fainting
spells, irregularities, nervous irritability, backache, the "blues," and
those dreadful dragging sensations,
cannot hope to be happy or popular,
and advancement in either home,
business or social life is impossible.
The cause of these troubles, however. yieldsquickly to Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound made
from native roots and herbs It acts
at once upon the organ afflicted and
MISS EMMA RUNTZ.LER
the nerve centers, dispelling effectually all those distressing symptoms. No other medicine in the country has received such unqualified
Indorsement or haseuch a record of cures of female ills as has

T LAST A
REV. G. W. BANKS RHEU
A MATISM CHAMPIONSHIP
NEW PRESIDENT
GAMES TUESDAY
CURE
sunday School .tssociation
Elects officers
County Contention Well Attended
aud Miss \dunk. Lee Fraysier
Pleases All.

Ada,
* and Pains in Side, Back
Bones, Su ollen Joints All
Dieappear.

•

or

By Taking Botanic flood Balm, Thousands of Rheumatics Cured By
Its Use-

Chicago Cubs and Detroit TI:
gers at Chicago

LAME SAMPLE FREE TO ALL.
National and American League Pen—setu
aa
tiw
:
c I.yeinum
entcy.
eirot.
-re Contest for
nant WI
the •yinntainaa of
Supremacy.

HEATING
STOVES

11bilenratisl
aticir
cial
af
shooting pains up
and down the leg;
11.0 III lig
back or
SESSIONS.
THREE
HELD IN
blades. THE BEST THREE OUT OF FIVE.
hah Wee
muscles.
swollen
diEculty in moving
around so you have
to - use crutches.
Miss Emma Runtzier, of 631 State St., Schenectady, N. Y , writes:—
blood thin or skin
President—Rev. George
Chicago, Oct. 7.—The National
V.
''For a long time 1 was troubled with a weakness which seemed to
Pale: skin itches
Banks.
drain all my strength away. I had dull headaches, was nervous,
and burns: shifting Baseball commission met here yestli)
; terday and completed arrangemeuts
ritaB
nsiniba,da bB
dalkia
irritable, and all worn out. Chancing to read one of your advert!semen ts
Botanic Bl.P
Vice l`resitleot—Rcv, Samuel
gout.
of a case similar to mine cured by Lydia E. Pinkham's V getable
B. Moore,
will remove every symptom, bet auto. kir the world's championship series
Compound, I decided to try it and I cannot express my gratitude for the
It. B. B. sends a rich tingling flood of between Detroit, the team winning
StY•retary
and Treasurer—
benefit reefived. lain entirely well and feel like a new perseac.
warm. rich, pure blood direct to the
Amite
.
J
Miss
paralysed
nerves, bones and joints, giv- the American League pennant, and
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Composed is the most slice ssful
ing
warnah and strength Just where it the Chicago team, winner of the NaSecretary—Re
BourField
v.
W.
E.
and
Falliug
Back,
remedy for all forms of Female Cornplaiuts, Weak
is needed, and in thin way making a
Displacements. Inflammation and Ulceration. and is invaluable in prequire
perfect. Aiusting cure of Rheumatism In tional League pennant. The seri*
all its forms. B. R. B. invigorates the will open In Chicago on Tuesday, Ocparing for childbirth and the Change of Life.
Secretary of H
Departblood, making it pure and rich and at
meld—Mr. John U. Robinson.
same time destroys the active poison tober S. Two games will be played
in
• ineorporatsdsi
the blood which causes Itheuniatigina. here. On Thursday, Friday and SatSecretary
Teachers,
of
TrainWomen suffering from any form of female weakness are invited to
frequently cause Rh, unionism. B. B. B. urday, games will
The tleareac of Quality.
ing lateutrtment—Itev. David C.
be played in Depromptly communicate with Mrs. Pinkham, at Lynn, Mass. Her advice
of
la free and always helpful.
irtbellL
uma
weight.
ati4"
hits, troit.
stif after taillusiaitnhdeiironfiet.t1iritts
Fifth and Jefferson Sts. Tate's Old Stand
liniments and doctors have' failed to
Secretary of llouee Visitation
help or cure. Weak. Iniaetive Kidneys
Both Phones 176
—John C. Miller. Sr.
frequently cause Hheurnatn•in. B. B. B.
National League Standing.
help
or
Kiebsey•
cure.
Innetive
Weak.
Secretary of Primary DepartP. W. I.. Pct.
draining oft all disease 'natter and all
ineut—alles Alice ('ompton.
152 107 45 704
naturally.eaeid. so t he urine }WWI freely And Chic ago
Pittsburg
254 91 63 597
KOTAKIC SLOOD SALM, B. IL K.)
The McCracken County Sunday is pleasant and safe to take; e
147 83 64 566
Dosed Philadelphia
school convention eloaed Saturday of pure Botanic ingredients. SAMPLE New York
153 82 71 536
FREE by DRUGGISTS or tient by
The deep watergays convention at !According to a ruling receivod from night after a most successful session. SENT
148 65 153 439
express. At $1 PER LARGE BOTTLE Brooklyn
Memphis adjourned Sltv• die after the Immigration bureau at Waseing- More than $50 was raised for Sunday with directions for home cure.
Cincinnati
153 66 87 431
Sold Iii Puducuh, Ky.. by R. W.
adopting resolutions calling
upon . ton by the Louisiana immigration school work, and indications point
148 :8 90 392
& .isW. J. Gilbert, Lang Boston
Walker ivcy
Ik '
Co.,
congress for the approp -laden suffi- bureau.
to a successful year. Tha convention
St. Louis
153 52 101 340 BONAPARTE DENIES HE'LL QUIT. Cummins attorney geutral aud
bO
tient to secure a fourteen-foot chanSheriff Charles Ogelsby, of Pulaski began in the morning and was dividleave the field clear fur the return
nel front the lakes to the Gulf of county, Ind., was shot and killed at ed into three sessions, morning, afYesterday's Results.
Refutes Rumor That He lee to Give of Allison to the senate. "There is
Mexico, through the route already
Pennsylvania railroad station at ternoon and evening. In the evening
Way,to Make 'Diann for Cummins. other pressing business demanding
R
selected by the army engineers. (ti- iWinatnac by three tromps whom he officers were elected just before
St. Louis
ad1 7 1
consideration," continued the attorcago was selected as the next platiel-was endeavoring to arrest.
journment.
Chicago
7 11 3
Washington, Oct. 7.—"I am not ney general. "I am engaged In work
of meeting.
II. 11. Vreeland has tendered his
Superintendent John A. Carnage)
Batteries — Fronnue and Noonan;
engaged in writing my resignation," that will require- my ae-ntion for a
Charges of discrimination anal con- it signation as manager for the receiv of the city schools, delivered an exWI.. L. P. TARLTON N1 ILL MAKE Ruelbach and Moran.
have no
said Attorney General Bonaparte this long time teat-owe, and
spiracy are niade in a petition filed ,rs of the Metropolitan Street railway cellent address before the convenRACE IN SECOND.
morning, when his
with the interstate commerce. cone company and the New York City tion on the relation of,yeanday schools
attention was thought of laying it damn untli,i-hSecond Game.
called to a press dispatch from Des- ed."
mission by several creamery cennieati- Railway company.
to public schools.
R H 111 Moines suggesting that the president
les against the Illinois Central anti, At the Democratic convention in
IV. H. Sugg, Principal of the High
Louis
St.
1 2 1 may end the Iowa
Other railroads, and the
Republican facStates Richmond. J. A. Sullivan was none- school, read some interesting re- ffeltebileane Petition for Candlitate Chicago
Use the knowledge >nu have and
0 3 0 tional fight by appointing Governor
Adams, American and Wells-Fargo listed without opposition as the can- ports from the state Sunday school
you will have all you cal use.
for Railroad clllll miesioner on
Batteriets---Ilaymon and Marshall;
Raprees companies.
didate for rapresentative from Made convention held recently at MadisonBallot.
Lundgren and Moran.
Col.-John L. Vance, president of the .son county.
ville.
Ohio Valley Improvement association,
There was .a went in the Massachu.
Mess Natinie Lee Frayser, of LouR H
collapsed immediately after deliver- 'setts Democratic convention at Spring isville. captured
her audience with
Cincinnati
3 4 3
lug an address ebfore 'the waterway:.'field which resulted in the marten& "Bible Stories."
Frankfort, Ky., Oct. 7.—A numPittsburg
4 8 2
convention at Memphis. lie
was Hon of two state tickets..
The con vc ntion was one of the ber of the leading Republicans of
Batteries — Spade and Schlel; Lei
taken to a hoSpital, true rceeivered
Gov. John A. Johnson, of Minne- most successful ever held, and while the district, by petition filed in the
field and Phelps.
later.
sots. has issued a formal statement not attended as it should have been, office of the secretary of state this
Second Game.
At hhiladelphia Charles H. Thom;- that he is not and has not been a yet
bad the largest crowd ever ac- afternoon, took the necessary steps
R H
son was appointed receiver of the candidate for the norteitation for corded
the meeting here. All the to have a candidate for railroad com- Cincinnati
13 16 I
Rumbarger Lumber company, a Vir-, piesitleht.
missioner
go
under
the
Log
Cabin
on
reports of the Sunday school .work
Pittsburg
1 8 0
OMR aorporation, with officea in Phi!The Russian authorities have or- and growth both in the city and the helloes to be used in the regular
Bateries—Campbell and McLean;
adelphia, upon the petition of erect di red the confiscation of Count Tolscounty were excellent. Much of the state election in the Second district. Adams and
Kelsey
!tors and stolthelders that the con- tors hook entitled "A Comparative
The man selected I. Col. L. P
cricdit for the flne development in
cern ie temporarily insolvent.
Study of the Gospels."
Tarlton,
of
city,
this
one
tile
of
best
this county is due to the Rev. W. E.
American League Standing.
The statement of the New York
Edward Sweenee . a wealthy nianu- Bourquln, the
retiring
president known Republicans of the old school
Clearing-house banks for the last facturer and well known horseman.
P. W. L. Pct.
who has labored untiringly. As field in this section of the state. He has
Detroit
Week shows that the banks hold $2.-: died at Kokomo, Ind.
450 92 59 61,l
selected
been
his
by
party
for
nomsecretary he will still give his valuPhiladelphia
145 88 E.7 697
618.07;• more than the legal reserve
li;- And Whitlock has declined the able services to the work.
Dr. inatioD for various offices of honor Chicago
requlerhients. This Is a decrease of Demorrutis nomination for mayor of
151 bi 64 1576
Banks, the Incoming president, is an in previous elections.
$2,998,500 as compared with
152 55 67 559
the Toledo.
Mr.: Tarlton has several times Cleveland
enthusiastic Sunday school worker
New York
previous week.
148 70 78 473
represented
the Seventh district and
and was a delegate to the World's
St. Louis
The monument at Fort Boonesboro'
152 69 83 454
eunday School convention at Jeru- the state-at-large as delegate to the
Hard Times In Kansas.
Was unveiled in the presence of tiev- :
149 59 90 396
national Republican conventions and Boston
The old days of grasshoppers and salem.
Washingten
eral thousand people.
Addresses drouth are almost forgotten
151* 49 102 325
If the money pledged on Saturday has on numerous occasions declined
in the
were delivered by Senator McCreary prosperous
nomination
for
state
ortioe by his
Kataas of today; although eight is paid in by the first of the
Judge J. M. Benton. Judge George II a citizen
Yesterday's Results.
of Codell, Earl Shamburg. year, the $30 in connection with party. He was offered the position
Kinkead and Col. J. W. Caperton. . has not yet forgetten
Rag
a hard time be some personal pledges and Sunday of state inspector by Governor BradAlvah H. Martin. first vice presi- encountered. He says:
4 9
was worn school contributions will place Mc- ley, bet declined, and with the ex- Chicago
Fraternity Building, Both Pbcoes 835
dent and governor of the transports- out and
2 11 3
discouraged
by coughing Cracken in th.e rank of banner coun- ception of holding the office of sher- Cleveland
lion of the Jamestown exposition night
Batteries—Whi
te, label! and Sulliand day, and could find no re- ties of the state.. Mr. Bourquin was iff one term has never held public
company, has been elected director lief till I trled Dr. King's New Di.
van; Clarkson and Bends.
- especially happy In his taking of this o ce.
general to sue reed Mr Rare and has cowry. It took less than
He has been a successful practione bottle collection. It was done with more
accepted the office.
to complete:y cure me." Ifhe safest case and in less time than is usually tioner at the bar i Lexington and
R H
Charles %V. Goddard, who recently I and most reliable cough
10 17 2
and cold the case, and by a method obviating Frankfort for twenty years, but in 1 St' L"115
killed his brother, Jam -,s Goddard remedy and lung and
4 11 BDetmi 4
throat healer any personal collecting of the money. the past few years has contrned hisi
Was diemissed on his examining trial ever discovered. Guaranteed
Balterles--Balley and Stevens;
practice generally to the supreme
by all
at. Lexington. It ems shown by the druggists. 51Ic and $1.00.
court. He is a graduate of Kentucky'Jones and Payne.
Trial bottle
Out of Sight.
evidence that the shooting was ace,free.
University and the University of
"Out of s:ght. out of mind,:' is an
dental.
second dame.
Michigaa.
old
saying
which applies with special
Louisiana cannot legally pay the, Folks need what is In your heart
18 BY
It If 10
bete to a sore, burn or wound that's
fare of Itntilii....n•;tic to Vti.is coontrl
than e!ilt Is in your baud.
St. Louis
. . 10 12 2
;41/4
His Dear Old Mother.
been treated with Bucklen's Aruica
Detroit
-9r
3 9 3
"My dear old mother, who is now
Save. It's out of sight, out of mind
Batteries- Howell and Spencer;
Is an ordeal which all and out of existence. Piles too
83
years
thrives
old,
on
Electric
Bitana
FOR RATES APPLY TO LOCAL MANAGER
women approach with chilblains disappear under its healing, ters," writes W. B. Brunson, of Dub- Maolley and Payne.
indescribable fear, for influence. Guaranteed by all druggists lin, Ga.- "She has taken them for
SATURDAY'S likiULTS.
about two years and enjoys an excelnothing compares with 25c.
lent appetite, feels strong and sleeps
the pain and horror' of
&merle:as League.
child-birth. The thought (ASH TO OLD LOVE'S 1).117(BITER.' well." That's the way Electric Bitof the suffering and danger in store for
ters affect the aged, and the same hapher, robs the expectant mother
Cha-ago, 4, Cleveland, 5.
of all pleasant anticipations of the
Washington, 2-0; Philadelphia. 4-4
Rejected by Her alother. Bachelor py results follow in all cases of fecoming
shadow of gloom which cannot be shaken event, and casts over her a
male weaktless and general debility. (first game fifteen Innings;' second
Leaves Wealth to Girl.
off. Thousands of women
have found that the use of Mother's
Weak, puny children too, are greatly game five innings).
Friend during pregnancy robs
confinemeret of all pain and danger, and
strengthener by them. Guaranteed
St. Louis, 2; Detroit, 10.
Lincoln,
Neb.,
7.--N1i
.is
Oct.
Kathand child. This scientific liniment is insures safety to life of mother erine Rittenhouse, formerly a
also for stomach, liver and kidney
New York, 3; Bosten. 3; (ten ina god-send to all women at the
student
time of their most critical trial. Not
troubles, by al: druggists. 50c.
nings).
of the Nebraska State
University,
—
only
does
Mother's Friend
carry women safely through
the perils of child-birth, but its use now at Northwestern Una/et-City, Evgently prepares the system for the coming
National League,
event, prevents "morning anston. Ill., has inherited an estate MEAT Ur; PEOPLE TO STRIKE.
sickness," and other disof $24i,e00 by the will of Coloval
St. Louis, 9 4; Chicago, 0-3 (first
comforts of this period.
Isaac Wing, who was rejected by her &Ilse in Prices In Augusta Starts game forfeited).
Plans for a Rig Revolt.
Sold by all druggists at
mother, when a girl. Colonel Wing
Cincinnati, 0-4; Pittsberg, 1-1
never married, and he stated in .111,i
Ilt.00 per bottle. Book
(econd game seven innings)l.
House wiring, electric plants installed,'
Augusta, Me., Oct. 7.—A novel efwill that his undying love for the
Containinir valuele information
Boston, 6-12; Brooklyn, 5-0 (secfree.
Complete machine shop,
mother led him to enrich the dauge- feet of the rise in the price of food ond game six innings.
The Bradfield Regulator Co., Atlanta, Ga.
stuffs, particularly meat, is taking
r, whom hi. had never seen.
Philadelphia, 7-3; New York, 3-2
122424 N.Pourth St.
Phones 787 7,
place here. Nearly 1.200 people of (second game seven innings).
Kennebec county are in open revolt
against the high prices demanded for
A Criminal Attack
meat and have pledged themselves on an inoffensive citizen is frequentIn abstain from all meat for ten ly made In that apparently useless
clays. It is hoped by this method to little tube called the "appendix." It's
force prices down. The date on which generally the result
of protracten
the strike will become Effective has constipation, following liver torpor.
not yet been announced, but the fast- Dr. King's New Life Pills regulate the
ing will begin in Augusta, Gardner, liver, prevent appendicitis, and esmay look bright and prosperous—but a "calm always
%Viten you want a prescripHallowell Winthrop and several of tablish regular habits of the bowels.
precedes a storm." Prepare for the storm in your
tion filled or anything in the
the smaller towns at the same time. 25c.

Don't forget our cut price sale of
Heating Stoves is now on at our
temporary headquarters; Fifth and
Jefferson, Tate's old stand.

L)dia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Co pound

L. W. HENNEBERGER CO.

Mrs. Pinkham's Standing Invitation to Wome

NEWS NOTES FROM SUNDAY PAPERS.

AGAINST EHORD

ri •

EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE

Real Estate Agency.

FREE REAL ESTATE-PRICE LIST

THE SAFEST AND QUICKEST WAY TO

TRANSFER MONEY

LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE

BECOMING
A MOTHER

EWA:TENNESSEE TELEPHONE COMPANY
lllll

Foreman Bros. IINovelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

MOTHIR'S
FRIEND

'YOUR FUTURE
life—for the time when you wnl need money—there
is only one way to do it—save, and you will be sure
of the future.
Start today—a dollar will do it.
We pay 4 per cent interest on all savings accounts if left with us six months or longer.

Mechanics and
Farmers Savings Bank
211 Broadway

4

"Phone"
_lines carried in a drug store,
and want the finest quality
and want it at reasonable
price—phone your needs to
us. We will promptly deliver your order free of charge
to any part of the city. Note
the place, Fourth and "-Broadway.

McPHERS ON'S
Drug Store.

We Use the King of All
Bosom Ironers.---Why?

LEST WE
cereet—nahy is restless, can't sleep
,•1 night, won't eat, cries apeismodially. A bottle of White's Cream Ver.
mirage never falls to cure. So many
times when the baby is pale and fretful. Ebit' mother does net know what
to do. A bottle or\th in medicine would
bring color to his cheeks end laughter
tn his eyes. Give it a trial. Sold by
J. it. ophisositiercer. Lang Pros. and C.
0. Ripley.
Avoid the "just as good article" or
the "kind I snake myself"; remember
the dealer is working for rut extra
profit. Protect your own interests and
in5P•1 on getting -the sdvertised artlhae merit.

lie—And SO you are going to
throw me over? She—No, I didn't
use the word "throw." I'm simply going to drop you."—Pick-Me-Up.
NAPOLEON BONAPARTE
Showed, nt, the battle of Austerlitz, he
was the greatest lender In the world.
Ft:Ward's snow Liniment ham shown
the public it Is the hestfarlithnheeunmttis
in he
world. A quilt cure LinRheumatism,
Sprains. Burns, Cuts, etc. A. C. Pitts,
teatessa, ea.. says: "I use Ballard/.
itte:iww,x
s
1tirenilocinsomrey (f.r
enotily and fine
ei
bradache,
,canee. in fact for anything that can he
r• I•hed by a liniment." Sold by J. II.
ahtschlaeger, Laing Bros. and C. 0.

—Your
Aimee; eduction will
Real love .manages to provide Its never be finished—amt it is being woobject something more than promises fully neglected unleeet you are a regof achievement.
Lular reader of the rid.,
.

First—Because it irons smoothly, not rough.
Second—The button holes or stud holes match.
Third—Negligee shirts with buttons ate ironed perfectly
and without injury.
Fourtt—It irons either stiff or plaited bosoms like new,
and
the "hump" so often seen is missing.
No other Ilk.) it in West Kentucky. Satisfy yoitrself
by I
sendink us your laundry.
-.-

.STAR LAUNDRYBoth Phones 200. 120 North Fourth StJ
inuanimmeammommussamnanamanal

I

You Read This

13 Tears' Success
Indorsed by Business Ken. Inconsoratoi. $3o0.0ooa Capital
mod,29 Colleges in 16 States. hue F. Draughoe,!nee
For
cal writers And teaches* of all the tieveral
.thable
Safe I I
ILLUSTIATIO
schools of praelice reeommend, in the
strongest terms peadble, each and every
PRACTICAL
BUSINESS
CATALOGUE
ingredient entering into the computation
IC:.own as the Up-to-Date Business Schools
EE
FR
Pierce's
Golden
Medical
Discovery
of Dr.
asset
POSITIONS SECURED or MONEY REFUNDED
for thenure of weak stomach, dyspepsia,
11.4
catarrh of stomach, "liver complaint,'
A COURSE 15 Itooc • Ines, English, or Nimmons( Intigt: by Mall
torpid liver, or billouaness, chronic bowel
keeping, Be nit log,to PWP. persons Mooch emmty,desiring to
ROBERT
BARR,
By
affections, and all catarrhal diseases of
8 h o h et d Pee.'iitt•J141 a business college, yam will at onee
whatever region, name or nature. It is
manstios arionnetie, Telegraphy. Lettcrlcur and sena nes Bence (nientionIng this
ft rho. of
brewing, Dust- paper) to leraug bun's Practical Bus. College:
Maus*,
Low,
Mechanical
slap a specific rocaedy for all such chronic
'The Triumphs of Eugene Valmont.** --fettle,- "In Ike Midst of
or long standing ca*e of catarrhal affecAlarms." "Speculations of John Steele." -The Victors.- Etc.
tions and their resultants, as bronchial,
PADUCAH, 314 BROADWAY;
And Others, Too.
throat and lung disease(except consumpor Evansville, Memphis or $t. Louie.
Mor)accompanied with Severe coughs. It
Copyright, 1906. by Robert Barr.
Is net so veld for acute colds and coughs,
By Arrangement with The Authors and Newspapers Association of New 'fork.
but for lingering, or chrialie casan it Is
especially etficacious ii. producing perstreet and extending thence for width
Either Phone 77
fect cures. It contains Blare CLerrybark,
75 feet towards Tennesete river and
Golden Seal root, Illoetirett. Stone rout,
with line of Furnace Property to the
Mandrake root Mid Ql104:11'S root -ail of
METROPOLIS, ILL.
which are highlyipraieed as retnedite for
right of way of the Nashville, ChattaWhen
the
doctor
cotnes
to
Third
A. Bailey, Prop.
all the above mentioned affectileas by such
Tra:a.:
Beginning
at
a
point
D.
(Continued from last iesue.)
tans cautioue-guardednesus in the capnooga & St. Louis railway, which lot
cminent medical writers acid teachers as
on Tennessee street 188% feet from of ground is on the west side of said (tweet and best hotel in the My,
your house and leaves a pretain's speech—the wary craft of an unProf. Barthoiow,of Jefferson hied. ColCHAPTER XIV.
an alley; thence with Tennessee right of way and between said right Estee e2.00.
lege' Prof.
re
the Univ. of Pa.;
Two large sample
ready man who is in the presence of a
scription, you want that medigwood, M. D. of BenProf. Finie
FTER the captain left him Ler- person more subtle than himself. The
street east about 4041 feet to low wa- of way. and Third street. Also the looms. Rath rooms, Electric Lights.
nett Med. liege, Chicago; Prof. John
niontoff closed and bolted the bluff captain remembered he had been
ter Mark On Tennessee river; thence lot of ground oil the east side of the the only oentrally located Hotel lin
cine and want 1$ in a hurry.
King, M. I of Cincinnati ; Prof. John
door, then sat down upon the caught napping the night before when,
south with the Tennessee river 204) right of way fronting 250 feet on
M.Scudde
I. I., of Cincinnati; Prof.
he city.
Our delivery service is such
edge of his bed to meditate up- after refusing to tell the prince the dif. a, of Hahnemann
Edwin M
feet; thence west to within 188% Teuness4 river and extending from
e'., Chicago,
'
Med.
COMMERCIAL PATRONAGE 90.and scores of on the situation. lie heard distant rection e,f the steamer, he had given
feet on an alley; thence north 200 said river to the east side of raid
that we are prepared to send
othe e• a ly eminent in their several bells
ringing on shore somewhere and, himself away by mentioning the gulf
LICTILVD.
feet to the beginning, and being the right of way, and being on the east
practice.
it to you just that way—in a
e "Golejen Medical Descove "Is th - looking at his watch, saw it a-us just of Finland. Lertuontoff noticed this
same property conveyed to the Padu- of said right of way on the south
•
oS,Icl
t •
11 o'clock. It seeni&I incredible that reinetance to plunge into the abyss of
I Si
•
hurry. There will be no mite
cah Furniture Manufacturing com- by what is known as the Furnace
S
or
RUC a an. three-quarters of an hour previously
EVANSVILLE. P ADUC A If AND
free conversation, and so, instenet of
pany by Frank M. Fisher and his Property; on the east by Tennessee
11111140 • iflEfffilERSIneralfta
-take about it either, for exCUR4) FINE.
he had left the hospitable doors of u reassuring him he would ask no more
wife by their deed dated April 7th, river, on the north and west by said
(Incorporated.)
sett pu 'city o is omits friend and now was churning his vvay questions, he merely took upon his
perienced pharmacists hand'
1903, recorded in deed book 71, page right of way oft Nashville, Chattanoopossible guaranty of its merit". In an unknown steamer to an unknown own
shoulders the burden of the talk
'409, in the aleCrackea, County Court ga & St. Louis railway. The proper- EVANSVILIX-PADUl'AH PACKETS
A glance at this published formula will destination. It appeared impossible
such matters at
wite
toothe
captain
certain
and
related
Discuvery•
Medical
show that "Golden
Clerk's offiee.
ty thus excepted being the sante in
contains no poisonous. harmful or habit- that so much could have happened in dere of"Londos and New York,
Fourth tract: Beginning on Third all respects conveyed
forming drugs and no alcohol—chemically forty-five minatese He wondered what
(Daily Eteept Sunday.)
by Paducah
utivaneed respectfully to
The
steward
used
being
glycerine
pure, triple-refined
street at the corner of a tract of land Furniture Manufacturing Co. and W.
Drummond was doing and what ac- the captain and announeed breakfast
!Woad. Glycerine is entirely unobjeconce owned by Joseph Barbour and F. Paxton trustee to the River Land
Steamers Joe Fns ler and John S.
tionable and betides Is a most useful agent tion he would take when he found his ready, whereupon the two wen followsoid- by Float nay, Jones and Norton
in the mire ot all stomach as well as brim- friend iniatelng.
ed him into a saloon not much larger
patrysien the le h of may, leo t, Hosertnr tealq. Purturati for Evanschial,throat and lung affections. There
Roth Moues II
However, pondering over the matter than the stateroom Lermoutoff had octo A. Muller, north corner of the reeorded in deed book so, page 391 ville and way hirelings at 11 a, ne
is the highest medical authority for its
property owned by the Paducah Furwith all machinery, engines
Ape In all such cases. The'Discovery "is brought no solution of the mystery, so. cupied the night before and not nearly
Fniirth a n d Broadway niture Manufacturing company; together
inconcentratiel glyceric extract of native, being u practical young man, he cast 'to conifortaitly funnelled.
plenteous
saws, shafting, belting, tools THE STEAMER DICK FO'R"liER
boilers.
medicinal routs and is safe and reliable. the subject from his mind, picked up breakfast was supplied, consisting
thence up Third street
feet to a and appliances of every kind and de- Leaves Paducah for Cairo and way
A booklet of extracts drum eminent, his heavy overcoat,
which he hail principally of fish, steamVig potatttee,
•
stake; thenee at right angles run- scription situated in the plant and landings at Sr a. m. sharp, daily, exmedical authorities, endorsing its ingree
Address flung on the bed, and hung it up on black bread and very strong tea. The
dients mailed free on r'es't.
ning in a straight line to the Tennes- factory of said company which is lo- cept Sunday. Special excursion rates
Y.
the hook attached to the doer. As he captain swallowed cup after cup of
Dr. R. V. Pierce, Butt..
see river; thence at right angles and cated on the above described laud. now in effect from Paducah to Cairo
did this his hand came In contact with this scalding beverage, and it seemed
running down the Tennessee river at
The trustee will sell said real ee- and return. with or without meals
a tube in one of the pockets, and for to make him more and more genial, as the captain turned on the bridge and
Would Sell Her Skin,
low water mark 100 feet; thence at tate and the plant thereon together and room. Good music and table unseemed
for
a
at
moment
uticertaia
what
moment
he
his
imagined It was
re- If it had been wine. Indeed, us Unto
New York, Oct.
Penniless and
right angles and with the line of the
property herembefore de- surpassed.
alCost atarved, Mrs. Margaret Pas- volver, but he Nand it was the metal went-on he forgot that It was a prison- to do with his prisoner. A number of Johnson Foundry & Machine Com- wit hall the
For further information apply to
guan, who says her husband formerly syringe he had purchased that evening er who sat before him, for quite inno- men were leaning over the bulwarks of pany property and the line of the Pa- scribed at public sale. on the 7th day
the British ship. and it would have
of November, 1907, to the highest S. A. Fowler, General Pass. Agent, or
eently
he
said
to
the
steward
who
waitwas secretary to the Italian embassy, from the chemlet.
This set his
been quite possible for the person on ducah Furniture Manufacturing Com- bidder, ;or one-third cash and the Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent, at
at Vienna, applied at Bellevue hospit- thoughts whirilnen another direction. eti.on them:
pany
and
being
the
same balance on a credit of six and twelvs Fewler-Crumbaugh & CO's Office.
I o b021 t to give u message to those on
"Have tins poor devils below had anyal and offered to sell 30 inches of skin Ile took from an inside pocket one or
property conveyed to , the
Pa- months, at the place where said First and Broadway.
!ho
other.
The
prince,
understnuding
for $30. The hospital did not need the bottles of ozak, examining it un- thing to eat?"
"No orders, sir." replied the steward. the captain's quandary, looked up at cab Furniture Manufacturing Com- premises are situated, and he shall
it then. The woman offered to sell der the candle light, wishing he had a
"Oh, well, give them- something— him and stntled, but made no attempt pany on Third street, and being the take from the purchaser a bond for ST. LOUIS & TENNESSEE RIVER
her hair to a wignthiker. People, who piece of rock with which to expertsomething
hot, it may be their last to take advantage of his predicament same property conveyed to the Pa the unpaid purpase money, payable
were car.ng for her child, demand went. Then with a yawn he replace.'
PACKET COMPANY.
some one on board the English ship ducaheFurnituring Company by Mar- to himself, bearing interest at the
$30. This is thought to prompt unique the materials in his overcoat yes•ket. meal," then turning, he met the gee., uf
stanatetl
and
garet
Grief
fluttered
by
her
deed
a
dated
August
baualkerchief,
rate of 6 per eent per annum front
methods of raising money. The wom- took off his boots and threw himself the prince. demanded roughly another
, (Incorporated.)
whereupon the prim e waved his cig- 11, 1891, and recorded in deed book date until paid, and the purchaser
an said she had lived on a penny's on the bed, thankful it was not an or- cup of tea. and explained:
arette in the air, and the big boat dis- 45. page 338, McCracken County shall have thi• privilege to pay said
"Three
of
the
crew
took
tOo
much
shelf
blink,
generous
dinary
but
a
and
atjarth of milk a day for manly weeks.
FOR THE TENNESSEE RIVER,
appetteed in the thicknees of the east.
Court Clerk's office.
romfortable resting place. Now Kath- vodka in St. Petershure yesterday."
bond or any part thereof before maSTEAMER CLVDE
Lermontoff
walked
the
deck,
thinkThe prince nodded carelessly, as If
erine appeared before his closed eyes,
Fifth tract: Beginning at a point turity, and in that event the interest
A )(OCT WORTHY ARTICLE.
ate
very
seriously
about
situation
on a 25 foot alley 158 feet from the for the unexpired term of the bond on Leaves reduce/I for Tennessee
When an article hae been on he mar- and hand in hand they wandered into he believed, and offered his open cigRiver
ket for years and gains friends every dreamland together.
arette case to the captain, who shit snit wondering where they intended to corner of Third and Tennessee street: the part so paid, shall he abated
Every svediesday at 4 p. m.
var. It is safe to call this medicine a
take Mae If he Ater'. to be put in
he
awoke,
it
his
head.
When
was
pitch
dark
in
worthy one. Such is Ballard's Horeerieon, it must ite in some place of de- thence on a line parallel with Third Said property shall be advertised for
hound Syrup. It positively cures his cabin. The candiee, which he had
"I smoke I pipe," he growled.
Manion on the (vent of Finiiind. whiela street nes) feet; thence at right angles sale by the trustee, once a week for A. W. WIIIGHT
Master
coughs and all pulmonary diseases. el, neciected to extinguish, had burned
The captain rose with his lighted
of the best known merchants in Mobile,
eesuied,strange.
because he understood isSte feet to Second street; then.' at least four weeks prior to said EUGENE ROBINSON
Clerk
Al.,. write.: -Per five years my family., themselves out. The short, 4erky mo- pipe, and together they went up on
at
right
angles
200
feet
to
Tennessee
sale, in the Paducah Evening Sun, a
that the fortresses there were alrently
has not be en troubled with the winter tion of the steamer indicated that he doe -k again. The prinee saw not
We owe this to Ballard's
coughs.
This company is not responsible
tilled with dissatisfied inhabitants of street; thence on a line of Tennessee newspaper printed in the city of PaHorehound Syrup. I know It has saved was aboard a small vessel and that lleue of the tall sentinel who h,n,l been lint
disaffected land. Hie first impree- street 188% feed t to the beginning ducah, Kentucky, and by notices, for invoice charges unless collected
my children from many sick spells.- this small vessel was out In the open his guard the night before, so without
-ien had been that banishment was in- being the same property in all re- tither written or printed. posted in by the clerk of the boat.
gohi by J. II. Oehlschlaeger, Lang Bros.
sea. Ile believed that a noise of some making permissibu he took It for gruntand C. 0. Ripley.
tended,
and he had expected to be spects conveyed to the Padueah Fur- the' vicinity of said land and at three
Special excursion rates from Padukind had awakened him, and this was eel that his movements, now they were
lauded
at
some Swedish or German niture Manufacturfng Company
by other public places in the city of Pa- cab to Waterloo. Fare for the round
whhat In the open Rea, were uurestrieted,
knock
at
his
door
confirmed
by
a
.l'She was reared in luxury, was
pore but a chance remark made by the Bank of Louisville on the 28th ducats, Kentucky, for four
weeks trip $8.00. Leaves Paducah every
caused him to spring up and throw tterefote he walked up and down the
she not?" "Yep—Had everything on
the captain at breakfast inclined him ef Januar., 1881. and recorded in prior to the date of sale.
Wednesday at 4 p. m.
back the bolt. The steward was there, deck smoking eigerettes. At the stroke
to believe that (here were other prie- deed book 28, page 110, in the office
earth she didn't need."—CIev ela n d
The trustee shall sell said tracts
but in the dim light of the patannire lie of a bell the captain mounted the
mere
on board not quite so favorably ot the McCracken county Court
Leader.
saw nothing of the sentinel. lie knew bridge and the mate came down.
of land separately, and also as a
treated as himself. But why about(' Clerk.
it was daylight outside.
whole, and shall accept the bid bearSuddenly out of the thickness nimad se he
THE
pent
out
of
Mitten%
proper
or
even
Sixth
Beginning
Tract:
at
what
is
lag the best price, he will sell said
"The captain, excellency, wisliee to loomed up a great black British freightremoved
from
St.
Petersburg,
whieh,
AND CURE THE LUNGS
known as Flournoy. Jones and Nor- property free from all lien th.•reon
timer If you will breakfast with him er making for Pt Petersburg, iiVie
lie was well aware, suffered from no ton addition
to the city of Paducah said liens to attach to the proceeds
or take your meal in your room."
primp eupposeA The two steamenn lack of
jails? The continued voyage
REMOVED TO THIRD AND
"Present my compliments to the cap- big and little, were so Owe that each
commencing at a stake on Third of sale as they are thereto respect WITH
If
the
steamer
through an open sea street at
tain and any I shall have great pimps was compelled to slicer off n bit. Then
the upper corner of a piece'ive entitled and as the court ma.
KENTUCKY.
wain *rouged lb.' hope that Stackure In breakfasting with him."
Rook Binding, Bank Work, Lege,'
helm was the objective point. If they of ground sold by Fioutnoy. Jones adjudge. He shall keep an accurate
"It will be ready in a quarter of an
and Norton to A. Mueller; thence account of the property sold, to whom
landed
him there, it merely meant a
and Library Work a specialty.
hour, excellency."
with Third street 50 feet running up it lie sold, and the price rectal,
.1
little
temperary
inconvenience,
had,
"Very good. Come for me at that
the street; thence at right angles in therefor, which account he shall fE .
.112CP ashore, he hoped to concoct a
nOUCHS
time, as I don't know my way about
telegram so apparently innoemat that a straight line to the river; thence with the referee on the day follow
Teta Bottle Free
NeOLDS
the boat."
with
the
meanders
of
said
river
to
leg
sale.
it would wiu through to his friend fuel
AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.
said
The prince washed himself, smooththe
upper
line of said Muller piece
rive Drumm:oral at least the know lodge
Witness my hand this the 3rd day
GUARANTIIE D SATIGFACTORYI
ed out his rumpled clothes as we-ii as
af Mit abiding place. The thought of of ground; thence with the line of ol October, 1907_
OR MONEY REFUNDED.
Office 205 S. Fourth St. he could and put on his boots. While
said
Muller
Iteummorel
land
to
the
beginning
on
aroufted
all
his
old
fear
eaf
Office Hour*:
EMNIKT W. BAGBY.
engaged In the latter operation the
B to 10 a.m.
2 to 4 p . m.
that tile Englishman war ta be the real Third street,
Bankruptcy.
Referee
in
?loth Phones 270,
captain
himdoor opened, and the big
victim, and this enforced voyage was
Seventh Tract: Being a certain •
pre,,In ex, In , el•
s where same
self entered, inclosed in glistening oilNotice of Hale by Trustee.
elerely a 1:1)11VP7liellt method of getting strip of land 10 feet wide off the
skins.
To the creditors of said bankrupt sad is losated, for one-third rash and the
eirnself out of the way.
rorthern side of what was rormerly
remainder on six and twelve mouths'
1111•11111111•1111111111111M11111111111111MIMP.1111
"Hyman pyvaa, highness." said the
(To be continued in next ismse.) eailed"Barringer Mill Property,"after others:
captain. "Will you walk the deek beThis is to notify you, that pursuant time, on the tevns expressed in said
ward the Paducah Lumber Company's
fore breakfast?"
to the foregoing order and decree I ordi r and decree.
property, and what remains is called
returned, the
you,"
"Good
day
to
shall, at 11 O'clock in the forenoon
Paducah. K)., October 3rd, 1907
1 For beautifying your yards and
the
Furnace
Property;
said
strip
of
prince, "and by your salutation I take
on the seventh day of November
JOHN ROCK.
estimates on flower beds we
land adjoins on the south 50 feet last
you to be a Finn."
will call and see you. Phone
1907. sell at public sale, to the high- Trustee of the estate of the liaducah
before mentioned and is a strip
"I am a native of Also," replied the
Schmaus Bros. for the largest
Fernittire Matelfaeturing 'Co.
ext bidder, all the forezoIng tn•scrihee
feet wide fronting on Third street
and most complete stock of
captain, "and, as you Fatly, a Finn, but
flowers and plants in the city.
running
and
beck
at
angles
to
countryihen.
right
I differ from many of my
e.MIS
in tee Iis-srict Court of the United low water mark of the Tennessee
Free delivery to any
as I am a good Russian also."
Districts
of
Stales
for
the
Western
river; said tracts sixth and seventh
"Well, there are not too many good
part of the city.
Kentucky'.
Russians, and here is One who would
being the same property conveyed to
SCHMAUS BROS. rather
have heart that you were a
In the matter of Paducah Furnit- the Paducah Furniture ManufacturBoth PI-tortes 192
,
good Finn solely."
tire Manufacturing company, bank- ing Company by Julien B. Friant and
"Pee yet It to fast!"
"It is to prevent any mistake," rerupt, in Ban k Tit ptey.
others by their deed dated August
sellMINIPOIWIEMIIII
Now located at
plied the captain almost mighty, "that
John Rock. tru stee of the estate 15th, 1891. and recorded in
deed
I mention I am it good Russian."
( of said bank rupt, having duly tiled book 77, page 146, in the McCracken
"Right you are, captain, and as I ton
herein a petition, representing that it County Court Clerk's office.
For ,tho
good
Rusperhaps
Russian
also
a goOd
is desirable for the best interest of
All the above described property
We ars ready for all hinds of haulina
part
of
sian No. 1 can tell tee to what
said estate to sett at private sale the together with all the improvements
the world he is conveying good Rueproperty hereinafter described, be- thereon or in any wise appertaining
elan No. 2, a man guiltless of any
lenging to the estate of bankrupt, except that part of said property
crime and unwilling at this momeift to
and the same having ceinne on for hereinafter des
-Firibed, as follows:
Denatured
take an enforced journey."
'hearing
before
me,
of
which
hearing
Beginning
at
the corner of proper- 1
the
day
but
good,
both
be
"We may
Alcohol
;ten
notice
was
days'
given
by
mail
to
ty
of
Paducah
Ferniture
ManufacturPres.111.—Account
Cairo,
Is not, highness. It has been raining
:creditors of said bankrupt, now after ing Co. on Third street, also corner
during the night and Is still drizzling
dent Roosevelt--Round trip,
due hearing, no adverse interest hav- of property known as "Furnace PropI advise yon to put on your overeoat."
$1.60, October 2 and morning
We take pleasure In tinnOtlneing appeared thereat, it is ordered erty," and
running thence
with
"Thanks, captain; I will."
October 3, return October 5.
ins that we now have Denatured
that the said trustee be authorized to Third street in a northerly direction
The captain in most friendly manner
Georgetown, Ky— Round
l een said real estate as described in
Alcohol for our trade. It is to
75 feet to a stake in the }inept Third
took the overcoat from its hook, shook
trip $9.30, October 6, 7, 8.
be used for burning purposes
the petition of said trustee, to-wit:
it out and held it ready to embraee its
Grand Lodge I. 0. 0. F.
owner. Lerrnontoff shoved right arm,
only, as nearly every one now
First Tract: Beginning on tThird
Louisville, Ky.—September
then tett, into the eleevee, hunched the
(formerly Locust' street at the corknows, but for use in the arts
29 to October 5, round trip,
coat up into place and buttoned it at
ner of the lot once owned by A. Muland mechanics it is the most
$8.95, Horse Show.
the throat.
ler and later by Willem Grief, being
Memphis, Tenn—OctOber 1,
economical and satisfactory fue
"Again, captain, my thanks. Lead
the lower corner of said Muller lot,
2 and 3, round trip $5.25,
As the Government Stamp will indiknown.
the way, and I will follow."
and which lies between what was at
Deep Water Way Convention.
Cheaper than wood alcohol, it
cate. Purity of the
They emerged on deck into a dismal
the date of Niuler's deed Paducah and
Memphis, Tenn.— October
also burns without any of its
gray morning. No land or craft of any
Jersey; thence running at right an16, round trip, $5.25, Foroffensive odor. Next time try
kind was in sight. The horizon formgles with Third street and with the
rest Cavalry.
small, close circle round the ship.
a
ed
It in your chafing dish or alcoline of said Muller lot to the TenIbichmend, Va., September
Clouds hung low, running before the
hol heater; it will be a revelawater mark;
nessee river at low
29th to October 5th, round
wind and bringing intermittently little
tion to you. Be sure to phone
thence down the river at low water
trip $21.75, good returntng
dashes of rain that seemed still furWINSTF,AD'S, for no other
mark and about at right angles with
And
October 29th, accourrt general
ther to compress the walls of horizon.
Paducah druggist handles it,
Muller lot 176 feet 5 inches to a
the
called
could
be
what
not
was
The sea
convention Episcopal church.
corner at low water mark; thence
Both Phonea 756,
rough, but merely choppy and fretful,
running from the river parallel with
with short waves that would not have
Jamestown, Va. — Expemithe first line and exactly 176 feet and
The steamer
craft.
15e
pt.
and
larger
bottle;
Sc
troubled
a
rebate
4
tion, April 19th to November
5 inches therefrom to a corner at a
preved to be a Fantail, undistinguished,
for bottle.
:30th-15 days; $23.75. ('oach
point 158 feet from Third street to
dingy looking boat, more like a com25c
1
pt.
and
bottle:
100
rebate
excursions on special dates;
an alley 16 feet wide that runs into
mercial tranip than a government vesa
Is unquestioned for the sideboard
for bottle.
$18,00 every Tuesday; limit
Tennessee street; thence with said
sel. An officer, apparently the mate,
350
10 days.
2
and
pt. and bottle; 100 rebate
medicinal purposes, and you can
stood on the bridge, sinewy hands
alley 116 feet and 5 inches; said alfor bottle.
grasping the rail, peering ahead late
For information, apply to
ley being parallel with Third street;
not
secure
anything superior. Sold
the white mist that was almost afflreg
thence at right angles 158 feet to
City Ticket Office, Fifth and
afforded no great
deck
promenade
most
everywhere.
The
Third street; thence with Third street
Broadway or 'Union Depot.
scope for pedestrianism, but captain
30 feet to the beginning, being the
J. T. DONOVAN,
forth
and
back
and prisoner walked
name lot of land in all respects conAgt City Ticket Cflice
geniPrompt Sarno so 1elephSee Orders.
over the restricted space, talking
veyed to the Paducah Furniture ManR.IL PRATIMR,
ally. togettitr as if they TOOT old
Seventh anti Broadway,
ufacturing company by James W
Arent Prior *Der•ct
friends, Nevertheless there was a cerJackson and others by their deed
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It will be to learn that the leading

A Rock In the Baltic

EMERGENCY

PRESCRIPTIONS

•

di
dated
.T,,
au5drecorded
66. in
in deed book
the
McCracken County Court Clerk's ofii
Second Tract: Beginning at a point
on Third street 319 feet above Tenitessee street; thence up Third street
27 feet 6 inches; thense at right angles toward the river 133 feet to an
alley; thence at right angles down
the alley 27 feet and 6 inches; thence
at right angles 133 feet to the beginning on Third street. being the
sante property conveyed to the Paducah Furniture M'f'g Co. by H. A.
Houser and his wife by their deed
dated March 18th, 1880, and recorded in deed book 27, page 199, McCracken County Court Clerk's office.
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Feist Genie Put Fp By Light Weight
lleeed Bey:. in Find. Scrimmage
on Gridiron.
Receiver's No,

The Metropolis High school football team went down in defeat before
the paducah High school team at Metropolis Saturday afternoon by
a
score of 17 to 0. The Metropolis
boys weze,unable to break through
the PutidSah line and were helpless
In the hands of their opponents
Team work was good throughout the
game, in the first half this Elliott
scored one touch down and Ed Cave
kicked goal, making the score 6 to 0
In the second half Paducah playedl
a great game, by swift team work
they advanced the ball down
field and crossed the Metropolis gu
line twice. Frank Luftenberg made
both touchdowns and Ed Cave kicked
one goal. The Metropolis boys put
up
good strong pght but were outteam.
weighed by
Paducah
the
Store 17 to 0.
High School vs. CUlley..6.
The football game scheduled between Paducah High school and tee
Culley football squads. will be phi,.
Friday afternoon. PraStlee weby the Culley team yesterday
ben"( this team, who work during
the dab. are forced to practice at
night under electric light, where they
are worked at a disadvantage. Th.
have been well trained, however, a. .
expect to take the
initial game.i
Fresh from their victor) over Me-I
trupolls, the High school team de
not expect to be downed, and at.. I
fight hard for the game It will
the first football Ka 11
And a large crowd .
Altness it.
Fteutisall Results Veeterilay.
Princeton, 47; Stevens, le.
Yale, 11: Syracuse. 0.
Army, 23; Franklin and Marshal, 0
Cornell, 22; Oberlin, 6.
Harvard, 30; Maine, 0.
Williams. 12; Holy Cross, 0.
Pennsylvania, 210: Bucknell, 2.
Western L'. of Penn.. 6; Marietta, 0
Navy, 15: Dickinson, O.
Carlisle Indians, le; State College
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Dartmouth, 6: Tufts, it.
Brown, 14: Norwich, 11,
Nebraska, 39; South Dakota, I/
Swarthmore, 29; Rutgers. 5,
Lafayette, 21: Ursinus College, II.
Illinois Varsity. IT; Freshmen, 10
Knox College, In; Carthage College, ti
Amherst. 5; Springfield Training
0.
Trinity, 26: Worcester Tech., 0.
Exeter, 22; Bowdoin, 0.
New Hampshire, 0; Coltiv of Maine
0.
Dates. re; Kents Hill, 4.
Drake University, 6; Morningpide
S.
Indiana. 25: Depauw, 9.
Michigan, 9; Case, O.
Illinois, 17: Freshmen. 10.
Harvard sveind team, 0, Phillips
of Andover, it.
Ripon. 24. Northwestern 'Watertown. 0.
Illinois Normals, 6: Mililkin,

Cheek.

Time Filed

SEND

the following message subject to tlic terms
on Wok hereof, which are hereby agreed to.

New York, Oct. 5, '07.
To B. Weille & Son,
Paducah, Ky.
Have succeeded in buying swell line of suits in the new Brown
shades. Latest thing in New York. Will be expressed at once. Announce through press.
BEN WEILLE
READ THE NOTICE AND AGREEMENT ON

BACK

Announcement
of Special Interest
We have just added to our immense line of Men's Furnishings a
new line of gnaranteed blistery,
the -EVERWMAR."
Read the
guarantee:

No Weak Spots
In Everwear
Hosiery
"Everwear" Hosiery is made
to wear-first, Lot and all the time.
Most hosiery is "made to sell"
-there's any amount of that son
but it's the sort you don't come
back for the second time.
.With "Evcrwear" Hosiery
there's no chance or gambling
or risk on your part.

is guaranteed to wear six montht.
If it doesn't you get Lew socks
at the makers •spense - if there
is the slightee hole, rip or tear.
It's a guar-intee that's personally signed by us at the time
of the sale -it can't be
gotten over - it's iron clad,
it's personal and it's
lived up to.

to ourmmense fall business, our
OWING
Mr. Ben \Wilk was compelled to go
East to replenish our fall stock. That he has
been successful is shown by the telegram received from him yesterday and embodied above.
The buying public can look forward to something entirely new and exclusive as the result of
his purchases, made on this, the second trip to
New York this season. This supplemental fall
purchase will be ON DISPLAY TUESDAY.
Our line is by no means exhausted, but, judging from the trade thus far, we deemed it advisable to lay in an additional line of the new
brown shades, for which the demand is exceptionally great this season. Prices from

$15 to $40
NA,
0A
tax‘S%Mtn COMER OUT
F°1°
409-4IM BROADWAY

Week's Schedule.
Wednesday, October 9.
Penn. vs.
t Philadelphia
& M
Coe vs. Co.' Alumni, at Cedar
6 pairs for $2
Rapids.
Harvard vs. Bates, at Cambridge
Cornell vs. Niagara. at Ithaca.
Yale vs. Springfield T. S„ at New
Haven.
Dartmouth vs N. H. State. at Hanover.
Beloit vs. Knox College, at Gales- when she is finally completed will be. Teachers' club, Englewou'l %‘ 0111,.
Prineeton vs. Wesleyan. at Prince- burg.
c!uh and the Woodiewn Round le
practically a new boat.
ton.
Perdue vs. Wabash, at Lafayette.
Special attesti.se war g•,
The steamers Henrietta and Pavo- tin')
Williams vs. Middleburg. at \VIILake Forest vs. Marquette, at nia, _which have been on the marine the Harrison lunch, .00m and
liamitton.
Lake Forest.
ways for sometime, are about com- 1.1 I ago vacation scle»te. Dr. Berehn
'gate vs. Rochester, at Hamilton
Notre Dame vs. Monmouth.
-ten advocated segregation lee
plete and ready for service again.
•
Saturday. October. 1::
Amherst vs. Gowdoin, at Amherst The Pavonia will be let off Thursday cit ills
'Pennaiylvania vs. Swarthmore, at
Dartmouth vs. Massanusetts Ag- and will go up the Tennessee river
Bloomington waiteseleeted for the
Philadelphia.
for ttes for the Ayer-Lord Tie cam- meeting next May.
ghee at Hammer.
Lafayette vs. Hamilton, at Eastonpanr.
Carlisle Indians vs. Syracuse, at
The Charles Turner has gone up
Notice!
Buffalo.
he Tenneesve for ties.
All towboats landing at the PadnMaine,
Brown vs.
at Providence.
The Blue Spot was coaling this cah Wharfboat company's wharfboat
Army vs. Trinity, at West Point.
morning preparatory for another trip will be charged two (12.00) dollars
Prinseton vs. Bucknell, at Princeup tlie Tennessee. She leaves today. for each and everyelanding. Time not
ton.
The Russell Lord is tied up at the to exceed two hours for each landing.
Heverford vs. Delaware. at Haver.
islend for repairs.
James Koger, Pres.
ford.
, The Joe Fowler will be the EvansJAMES ROGER, Pres.
filler Report.
Coe vs, Drake, at Des Moines.
ville packet today.
D. M. STREET, Sec.
r.1110
.1:e2 (1.2 rise
Dickinson vs. Washington and JetThe John S. Hopkins will reach EvChattanooga
:1.6 0.1 rise
lemon. at Washington.
trip
aneville today on her return
PIANO FOR SALE.
Cincinnati
...... 9.1 1.2 fall
Harvard vs. Williams, _ at Camfrom Memphis, where she carried the
A Bush & bane parlor grand piEvansville
7.5 0.3 rise
Evansville (Business Men's association ano, good as new, for sale at
bridge,
half
Louisville
...... 4.9 cf-.2 fall
to the waterways convention. The regular price. Owner going to leave
Cornell vs. Colgate, at °theca.
Mt. Carmel
4.9 2.4 rise
boat will probably be in on her reun- city. Apply at 1102 South
Yale vs. Holy ('toss, at New Haven.
Fourth
Nashville
....... 7.6 0.4 fall
Navy vs. Vanderbilt, at Annapolis
iter trip between Evansville and Pa- street. or ring old phone Wt.
Pittsburg .. ........ 6.3 0.1 fall
durah Tuesday.
leStigh vs. Rutgers, at New Bruns- St.
Louis
11.7 0.4 rise
The J. B. Richardson is undergoing
wick.
Notice.
Mt. Vernon
6.5 1.1 fall
extensive repairs at the 4ry docks.
Wesleyan vs. Vermont. at Middle- Paducah
The annual meeting of the stock..
1,0 0.4 fall
The. Buttbilf was in from Evanslearn.
holders of the Langstaff-Orme Manuville last night.
Kansas 8. St. Mary's at Lawrenee.
The river continues to fall at Pafacturing
company will be held at
The Bob Dudley is due in front
Michigan vs.' Agriculture, at Ann
dutah, making it more and more dif- Nashville today.
their office in Paducah, Ky., on the
Arbor.
ficult for river craft to make their
9th day of October, 1907.
Iowa State vs. Minnesota, at Minregular trips. The gauge this mornH. W. RANKIN, Sec'y and Treas.
neapolis.
"1
-RATS"
OPPOSED
BY
MOTHERS,
ing registers 7.0, a fall of 0.4 Since
Cornell flee vs. Des Moines, at
Sunday.
Des Moines.
High School Secret Societies OA/FOR SALE.
The Mintier was again In the PaOhio State vs. Dennson. at Colum11441111rd by Illinois Congress.
My residence. 2012 West Jeffer
Cairo
this
trade
ducah
and
morning.
bus.
son street. Fire rooms, ball, porchos,
Michigan Agricultural vs. Michigan She left at s o'clock with good prosChampaign, Ill.. Oct. 7.-Retsolspects for a big trip.
Arbor.
dons against high school fraternities bathroom and pantry. Newly painted.
at Ann
Rest resident location In city. Tile.
The Kentucky left for the Tennes- and societies were adopted by the
Nebraska. vs. Grinnell, at Lincoln.
Missouri vs War. Normal, at Co- see Saturday night.
leices Mothers' congress at the clos- phone Home 'phone No. 1023. ,Allso
•3. E. Raker.
household furniture.
lumbia.
The Clyde is due In from the Ten- ing session here totlar
nessee tonight.
I ourt work was praised..
Indiana vs. Chicago, at Chicago.
Creighton, vs. Tarklo, at Tarklo:
The Citessf
peesed up ":04- ' Roptirts'frOM affiliated hltibs
-A little discontVnt inKy be the
Marquette, vs. Lake Forest, at tPrdny for the Teenessee from
St. heard, including the fol!ovvinA from hathinger of content ,itself. If Yon/
(ittengo: South Side Lang se of Par- discontent totiak,..: you husitle-- and
Lake Forest.
University of Iowa vs Alumni, at
The A. D. Allen
is undergoine ente' clubs,'Harrison School Ohl) advertise while yen hustle-- this willI
Iowa City. a.
thorough repairs at the dry docks,and Englewood High School Parents' and prove lo be tine inJour ease.
i

ye
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ARE YOU FROM MISSOURI?
We Want to Show You the
Kind of Shoes WE Sell
WING to the constantly advancing coot of leather many shoe
manufacturers
are resorting to all kinds of tricks to "keep up the profits"
at the expense
of the consume:. They skimp in places where you can't
detect it; but our thin),
years in the shoe business enables its to tell at 'a glance an honest
shoe from a
ihoddy one. In order that you may see what kind of shoes you
get here, we
have prepared a number of samples Cut Wide Open
With a Saw and
showing that our shoes are all solid leather-No Cut Off
Vamps, No
Paper Insoles, No Paper Counters, No Paper
Double SolesNothing But Leather.
You are cordially invited to examine these samples closely.
It will insure
you shoe satisfaction and save you money.

Look in the Window

Lenciler & Lydon
309 Broadway

Carry the Union Store Card
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